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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF PRECAMBRIAN METASEDIMENTARY ROCKS
OF THE SWEDE GULCH FORMATION, NAHANT, SOUTH DAKOTA
Richard G. Cookman, M.S.
Western Michigan University, 1981
Precambrian X tectonites deformed between thermal
domes in the northern Black Hills 1.7 B.Y.B.P. display
variably trending isoclinal folds cross-cut by southeast
trending slip-folds developed in discrete shear zones.
Eugeosynclinal sedimentary rocks consisting of shale,
quartzarenite , sublitharenite, and graywacke were meta
morphosed to phyllite, quartzite, and metagraywacke
during two syntectonic phases and one post-tectonic
phase.

The earliest syntectonic metamorphism was asso

ciated with development of isoclinal folds and may have
produced amphibolite or greenschist facies.

It was

succeeded by retrograde metamorphism of greenschist
facies syntectonic with and post-tectonic to development
of southeast trending folds.
Mica, chlorite, iron oxides, and graphite are
strongly developed parallel to isoclinal' fold axial
planes and quartz c-axes display preferred orientation
related to isoclinal fold axes.

These minerals display

weaker preferred orientation related to southeast trend
ing folds.

Chloritoid, Mn-garnet, chlorite, and mica

display random orientation and may have developed concur
rently with ubiquitous post-tectonic quartz veins.
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INTRODUCTION
Superlative geologic structures and mineral wealth
displayed by complexly folded Precambrian metasedimentary
rocks of the northern Black Hills merit intensive geo
logic mapping far exceeding the sum total attempted to
date.

Whereas "several million dollars worth of silver"

have been mined as a by-product of gold production
valued at $789,905,429 in the years 1876 to 1961 (Roberts
and Rapp, 1965, p. 185 and p. 95), only the Lead area
(Fig. 1), site of the renowned Homestake Mine, the Roch
ford area 15 miles to the south, the Galena-Roubaix
area, and the Nemo area have been described in unpub
lished and published work (see sections on current and
previous work).
Figure 1 illustrates the location of the study
area with respect to the Rochford district mapped by
McGehee and others (1968).

The study area includes

the greater parts of nine adjacent sections in the
south-central sector of the Nahant quadrangle which is
bounded on the south by Latitude 44°07'30"iL and on the
west by Longitude 103°52'03"W.
This study area was chosen for examination primarily
because it retains many complex structures which are
scarce in the Rochford district to the east and south.
Mesoscopic and microscopic structures such as folded
1
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Figure 1.

Index map showing location of the Black Hills

and areas mapped in the northern Black Hills.
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folds, mullion structure, folded cleavage, and folded
boudins are abundant within the study area but to the
east and south are preserved only within gruneritechert units (R.V. McGehee, personal communication, 1971)
Presence of these structures within the study area may
be lithologically or deformationally controlled; but
in either case, evidence for interpretation of tectonic
history contributed by these structures is plentiful,
although sometimes unclear.
Mature topography within the study area exhibits
a regional slope to the southeast and relief averages
approximately 400 feet (Fig. 4a).

Major streams within

the map area and adjac.ent areas have some well developed
meanders and cut valleys with local relief approaching
700 feet.
Winter is characterized by heavy snows; normally
warm and sunny summer days are often interrupted by
brief, violent thunderstorms which make logging roads
that penetrate forests untraversable by two-wheel drive
vehicles.

All-weather gravel and paved roads bound

the map area on the south and east sides, providing
relatively easy access.
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4
Regional Setting
The Black Hills in extreme southwestern South Da
kota are a domal range of hills and low mountains within
an area which is 125 miles north to south and up to 60
miles east to west (Fig. 1).

The dome is comprised of

Precambrian rocks which are flanked by hogbacks and
valleys formed from sedimentary rocks consisting of
outward dipping Paleozoic sandstones and limestones
and Mesozoic to Recent sandstones and shales (Fig. 4a).
The Precambrian core of the northern Black Hills
consists primarily of a metamorphosed sequence of sedi
mentary and basic igneous rocks.

Within an area of

approximately 40 square miles surrounding Harney Peak
in the central and southern Black Hills, pegmatitic
granite and metasedimentary country rocks form the
Harney Peak dome.

The highest hills and peaks of the

Black Hills are carved from granitic rocks of the Har
ney Peak dome, whereas the surrounding metasedimentary
rocks display less relief.

Metamorphosed granites

which may predate deposition of present metasedimentary
rocks are exposed west of the Hill City area and north
of Nemo in the vicinity of Be^r Mountain and Little Elk
Creek respectively (Fig. 1).
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Objectives
Sander's proposal (Paterson and Weiss, 1961)

that

symmetry of structural elements reflects symmetry of
deformation is used as a basis for inferring tectonic
history from kinematic analysis of integrated struc
tural data of tectonites.
Encompassed in this study is a description of geo
metric aspects of various fabric elements on the micro
scopic, mesoscopic, and macroscopic scales; a descrip
tion of microscopic textures and mineralogy of collec-r
ted rock samples; and an hypothesis for tectonic and
metamorphic history based on descriptive data.

Sedi

mentary facies relationships within the Swede Gulch
Formation are not examined in detail due to the struc
tural nature of the study and the limited time avail
able for field work.
Previous Work
Although a great deal of published and unpublished
information dealing with the Precambrian of the Black
Hills is available, structural data from the northern
Black Hills is limited.

Extensive mapping began in

1925 with publication by the U.S. Geological Survey of
the "Central Black Hills Folio" in which N.H. Darton
and Sidney Paige described the general structure and
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lithologic sequence of Precambrian and younger rocks of
the Black Hills.

However, this was preceeded by separ

ate U.S. Geological Survey publications by each of the
aforementioned authors (Darton, 1909; Paige, 1913) in
which Darton described the geology of the northern Black
Hills and Paige discussed the Lead area.

Paige (1923)

prepared a publication concerning Lead and the Homestake
mine which was followed by further work on the same sub
ject (Hosted and Wright, 1923; Paige, 1924).
Runner (1934) prepared a paper dealing with the
region around Nemo, and described three groups of strata,
the uppermost of which he correlated with strata de
scribed by Hosted and .Wright in Lead.

The lower two

groups of strata have not been described elsewhere in
the northern Black Hills.

Harder (1934) completed a

thesis on the geology in the immediate vicinity of
Rochford in which he described rocks similar to those
found in Lead and discussed his interpretation of
the structure.

Mapping within the northern Black Hills

was furthered by Berg (1946) in a report of the GalenaRoubaix area (Fig. 1) where he found rocks similar to
those described at Lead.

He also described an over-

lying gritstone and quartzite sequence which he named
the "Roubaix System."
The geology of the Lead area was described in
great detail by geologists of the Homestake Mining
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Company.

They discussed stratigraphy, structure,

metamorphism, and mineralization of an area of approx
imately five square miles (Noble and Harder, 1948;
Noble and others, 1949; Noble, 1948; Noble, 1950; Noble,
1952a; Noble, 1952b; Slaughter, 1968).
Regional relationships within the Black Hills can
be studied by means of available U.S. Geological Survey
/

publications concerning the Hill City area (Ratte and
Wayland, 1969) , the Fourmile quadrangle (Redden, 1963),
the Berne quadrangle (Redden, 1968), the Keystone and
Custer areas (Norton and others, 1964), and numerous
parts of the Harney Peak dome.

All the publications

dealing with the central and southern Black Hills were
primarily concerned with economic minerals found within
the pegmatites, but stratigraphy, structure, and geo
logic history were also discussed in detail.
Current Work
Geologists of the U.S. Geological Survey have been
mapping areas surrounding Galena-Roubaix, Rochford, and
Nemo (McGehee and others, 1968; McGehee and Bayley, 1969;
Bayley, 1970a; Bayley, 1970b; Bayley, 1972) since the
summer of 1966.

Emphasized in.mapping in the Rochford

area was the tracing of grunerite schist and chert units
which serve as significant gold-bearing lithologies.
Data gathered to date (McGehee and Bayley, 1969) indicate
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Rochford structure is similar to that of Lead.

Both

areas have complex anticlines plunging to the south
east.

However, due to shallower erosion at Rochford,

the two oldest formations present at Lead (Poorman
Formation and Homestake Formation) are unexposed in
Rochford (Bayley, 1972).
Kulp and others (1956), Zartman and others (1964),
Zartman and Stern (1967), and Lidiak (1971) contributed
and summarized most known data concerning radiometric
dating of the various periods of crystallization in the
northern Black Hills, whereas Goldich and others (1966),
Muehlberger and others (1967), and Lidiak (1971) sum
marized published information concerning basement
trends of magnetic and gravity anomalies.
Current additions to understanding of the Lead
area include a doctoral thesis by Chinn (1969) which
analyzed minor structures, textural relationships, and

.

chemistry of minerals, and studies by Rye (1972, 1974)
which dealt with the origin of mineralization.
Geologic Setting
The present Black Hills are the farthest cratonward
example of Laramide (Late Cretaceous to early Tertiary)
foreland deformation.

Uplift *of two adjacent blocks

along bordering monoclines formed a structural dome.
The higher eastern block trends north-south and the
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western block trends northwest-southeast (Noble, 1952,
p. 32).

Exposed at the center of the dome, due to post-

Eocene erosion (Redden, 1968, p. 345), is a core of 5%
igneous and 95% metamorphic Precambrian rock in which
the basic structure is considered to be synclinorial
(Bayley, 1970a, p. B96).
Darton and Paige (1925) noted the presence of iso
clinal folds in most metamorphic rocks of the Black Hills
Precambrian.

Further mapping has substantiated their

presence in Rochford (McGehee and Bayley, 1969), Lead
*(Noble and others, 1949, p. 323), Galena-Roubaix (Berg,
1946, p. 46), Hill City (Ratt^ and Wayland, 1969, p. B8),
and the southern Blac^ Hills (Redden, 1963, p. 253;
Redden, 1968, p. 385, 389).

Isoclinal folds which

have been refolded about north and northwest trending
axes are present in Rochford -(Bayley, 1972, p. A8-9),
and west of Nahant, whereas northeast trending iso
clinal folds refold older northwesterly trending
folds in the central and southern Black Hills (Ratte
and Wayland, 1969; Redden,1963 and 1968).
Granitic gneiss, which crystallized 2.5 B.Y.B.P.,
crops out at Bear Mountain dome in the central Black
Hills (Ratte and Zartman, 1970), and at Little Elk
Creek in the northern Black Hills (Zartman and others,
1964).

The gneiss forms a basement which may have been

mantled unconformably by a sequence of sedimentary
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rocks and lava flows which, according to T.A. Dodge
(in Noble and Harder, 1948, p. 954), were intruded by
gabbro during final stages of folding.

At Bear Moun

tain dome, the gneiss was mantled unconformably by
sedimentary rocks (Ratte and Zartman, 1970); but in
Nemo, the nonconformity reported by Runner (1934) be
tween the gneiss and overlying metasedimentary rocks
has not been confirmed.

As a result, the metasedi

mentary rocks in Nemo have not been proven to be post
2.5 B.Y.B.P. (Zartman and Stern, 1967).
Isoclinal folding, development of Harney Peak
granite and pegmatite, medium grade regional metamor
phism, and refolding of isoclinal folds succeeded
deposition of the sedimentary sequence (Noble and
Harder, 1948, p. 943).

During metamorphism, silli-

manite grade was reached in the area of contact be
tween granitic rocks and sedimentary rocks in the
central and southern Black Hills (Redden, 1963 and
1968).

Due to northeasterly increase in metamorphic

grade from biotite to garnet to staurolite, in the
Lead area, Noble and Harder (1948, p. 970-971) pro
posed that isoclinal folding and metamorphism were
associated with an intrusion tp the northeast.

Mag

netic data reveal a possible Precambrian dome north
of Nemo which is considered by Bayley (in Zartman and
Stern, 1967, p. D160) to be associated with such an
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intrusion.
Precambrian mineralization (Kulp and others, 1956:
Chinn, 1969) possibly associated with hydrothermal
activity (Gustafsen, 1933, p. 155-160) or syngenetic
activity (Rye, 1972 and 1974) contributed to devel
opment of ore deposits.

Tertiary igneous activity

in the northern Black Hills and associated further
mineralization throughout the Black Hills enriched
and expanded the extent of ore deposits (Noble, 1950,
p. 245-247; Chinn, 1969).
Economic Geology
Precambrian metasedimentary rocks of the northern
Black Hills are economically significant primarily in
their content of gold and silver (Allsman, 1940).

The

Lead area is noted for gold occurring in mineralized
zones in which northeast trending isoclinal fold axial
plane cleavage and southeast trending fold axial plane
cleavage intersect (Noble, 1950).

Gold also appears

preferentially located with respect to cummingtonitegrunerite schist and chert lithology typical of the
Homestake Formation (Noble, 1950) and to garnet grade
metamorphism (Bayley, 1972).

jGold has been mined in

Rochford from grunerite schist and chert units within
the Flag Rock Group (see Table 1), the Rochford equi
valent of the Flag Rock Formation in Lead (Bayley, 1972)
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Geologic relationships within the Rochford area indicate
that the Rochford equivalent of the Homestake Formation
underlies rocks presently exposed at the surface, so
gold mining prospects may be favorable, both in the
Flag Rock Group and in the Homestake Formation (McGehee
and Bayley, 1969).
In addition to gold, some silver associated with
gold mineralization has been mined near Rochford (U.S.
Bureau of Mines, 1954).

Also, bog iron deposits north

of Rochford (U.S. Bureau of Mines, 1954) have been mined
to a minor extent as have graphite deposits in the Roch
ford area (Roberts and Rapp, 1965).
Stratigraphy
Stratigraphy of Precambrian metamorphic rocks in
the northern Black Hills is rather well known as a
result of study by Noble and Harder (1948), Runner
(1934), and Bayley (1972).
The Estes Creek area, on the northeast margin of
the Precambrian rock exposure in the Black Hills as
shown in Figure 1, has been described by both Runner
(1934) and Bayley (1970a).

Runner (1934, p. 355)

originally named the oldest rqcks above the Little
Elk Granite (Zartman and Stern, 1967, p. D159) the
"Nemo System."

Included within these strata are

iron-formation, quartzite, and quartz-mica schist.
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Above his "Nemo System," Runner described an interme
diate "Estes System" consisting of metamorphosed con
glomerate and arkose, iron-formation, and quartzite.
His upper "Lead System" of metamorphosed conglomerate
and limestone, slate, and chert with iron-formation
was correlated as equivalent to the "Lead System,"
at Homestake.
Noble and Harder (1948) described strata at Home
stake in detail, and Harder (1934) found similar rocks
at Rochford.

Bayley (1972) found equivalents of

the upper four formations described in Lead present in
the Rochford area, and McGehee and Bayley (1969) indi
cated that the Swede Gulch Formation (youngest of the
four) is exposed throughout the area mapped in the pre
sent study.

Table 1 summarizes the stratigraphy of the

Rochford area.
The Grizzly Formation as described by Noble and
Harder (1948, p. 952) in Lead consists of graphitic
quartz and muscovite phyllite.

Bayley (1972, p. A8)

expanded upon that description in his discussion of
the Grizzly Formation in Lead and of the equivalent
Swede Gulch Formation near Rochford.

Above the Flag

Rock Group (equivalent to the ..Flag Rock Formation),
Bayley depicted the Poverty Gulch Slate as a dark
colored, graphitic, garnet-bearing slate overlain by
the Swede Gulch Formation.

This uppermost formation
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TABLE 1. STRATIGRAPHY OF THE ROCHFORD AREA
WITH EQUIVALENT FORMATIONS AT LEAD*
Rochford and vicinity

Lead and vicinity

■Intrusive metagabbro and intermediate porphyrySwede Gulch Formation
slate, graywacke, chert,
graphitic slate

Grizzly Formation
slate, graywacke, chertv
graphitic slate

Poverty Gulch Slate
garnet slate
Flag Rock Group
Rochford Formation
chert-grunerite rock

Flag Rock Formation
graphitic slate, chert,
chert-cummingtonite
rock, greenstone

Nahant Schist
graphitic slate and schist
Rapid Creek Greenstone
pillow lava and tuff
Montana Mine Formation
chert-grunerite rock
— Unconformity (?) —

— Unconformity—

Irish Gulch Slate
slate and chertgrunerite rock

Northwestern Formation
slate

Moonshine Gulch Quartzite
quartzite and banded slate

Ellison Formation
quartzite and schist
Homestake Formation
chert-cummingtonite rock
Poorman Formation
black slate

*After Bayley,1972, p. A3.
Strata at Rochford can be correlated with the upper four
formations found at Lead.

4
K
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is a combination of lower graphitic slates and schists
with massive chert and an upper graywacke grit with
graded bedding.
Also.observed within the study area was the lower
section of Upper Cambrian Deadwood Formation consisting
in part of basal quartz conglomerate (Fig. 4b).

Scat

tered outcrops of sedimentary breccia which may be
Tertiary or Quaternary are localized in stream valleys.
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METHODS OF INVESTIGATION
Field Procedures
Field work consisted of mapping approximately seven
square miles northwest of Rochford, South Dakota.

The

field season encompassed nine weeks during the summer of
1969.

Various structural measurements, such as foliation

and lineation orientations, were collected from approx
imately 275 stations throughout the area and located
by means of alidade and plane table in the area of Tilson Creek, and by means of aerial photos elsewhere (see
Fig. 3).

Two square miles were mapped by means of ali

dade and plane table according to procedures described
by Compton (1962, p. 88-154).
Since most of the area is covered with vegetation,
outcrops are widely dispersed.

Data gathering was

limited to outcrops not obviously disturbed by creep and
consisted of description of types and orientations of
foliation and lineation, magnitude and style of folding,
lithology, indications of facing (such as graded bedding
or relationships of bedding and cleavage), and location
of usable outcrops.
Oriented samples displaying interesting features were
collected for thin sectioning and laboratory analysis of
microfabrics.
sections.

Fourteen samples supplied 24 oriented thin

The nonrandom character of collection detracts
16
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from statistical analysis of microfabrics, but was un
avoidable due to sparse occurrence of outcrops.
Built-in mapping errors of major significance re
sult from the effects of undetected mass-wasting, the
aforementioned scarcity of outcropping bedrock, infre
quent distribution of facing indicators, and the dearth
of non-isoclinal folds.

The latter circumstance pre

cludes the use of cleavage and bedding relationships in
the determination of facing in all areas except where
fold crests are exposed.

In these areas, however, de

termination of facing in this manner is further limited
by the abundance of minor folds on the flanks of major
folds, making it impossible to determine whether the
adjacent fold in the direction of "tops" is a major or
minor syncline.
The presence of widespread areas of interbedded
phyllite and metagraywacke interspersed with areas of
predominant metagraywacke and others of prevalent phyllite
creates confusion in structural interpretation.

A few

isoclinal folds in a rock section which varies from phyl
lite to metagraywacke many times in a short stratigraphic
section can produce the same map pattern as many isocli
nal folds in rocks of few litl^ologic changes.
Of the abovementioned problems, the most significant
cause of error is the sporadic distribution of usable
outcrops.

Because it was often impossible to "follow the
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outcrop," structural and stratigraphic.interpretations
are dependent on correlations between outcrops.

Figure

3 is a compilation of lithologic and structural data, and
patterns present are based upon similarities in structural
trends and lithology of the various outcrops.

Since

topography is primarily controlled by these factors,
ridge and valley trends are considered in correlation.
Laboratory Procedures
Laboratory work was limited to mineralogic and fab
ric analysis of 24 oriented thin sections cut from rocks
representing 14 different localities within the map area.
Two sections were cut .from most samples, one perpendicular
to the major fold axis and one parallel to the major fold
axial plane.

Mineral orientations, fabric description,

structure description, and estimated mineral percentages
for each collected specimen are presented in Appendix 1.
In addition, the orientations of quartz axes were meas
ured as described under Microscopic Fabric, and are
diagrammatically presented in Figure 9.

The procedures

for determination of statistical significance of quartz
axis preferred orientations are described in Appendix 2.
Fabric data collected in^the field was prepared for
three-dimensional presentation by means of contoured
stereonets and the geologic map (Fig. 3).
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STRUCTURAL DATA
Macroscopic Fabric
Description
Examination of fold patterns on Figure 3 and on the
Preliminary Map of the Rochford district (McGehee and
Bayley, 1969) reveals both a variably trending isoclinal
fold system and a system of very prominent northwestsoutheast trending folds.

Henceforth, variably trending

isoclinal folds are designated fold system A, whereas
northwest-southeast trending folds are designated fold
system B.
The large southeast plunging isoclinal anticlinorium
north of Rochford is refolded about a southeast plunging
axis.

The resulting structure is herein referred to as

the Nahant antiform (see Fig. 2) because it may extend
to the northwest through a similarly refolded synclinorium west of Nahant (Bayley, 1972, p. A9).

This first

order structure is referred to as an antiform be
cause it deforms overturned isoclinal folds of another
generation and, as upright and overturned limbs are
traversed, alternating anticlipes and synclines are evi
dent along the antiform axial trace.
Just as bedding patterns shown in the northeastern
part of Figure 3 (E 1/2, sec. 31; sec. 32; sec. 5) can be
19
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Structural forms in the Nahant and Rochford

areas, Black Hills, South Dakota.
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attributed to the Nahant antiform and associated refolded
folds, patterns shown in the southwestern portion of Figure
3 (sec.

6

, 7, and

8

) appear to be related to the rather com

plex Castle anticline in the eastern 1/2 of
western 1/2 of section

8

.

The

section 7 and the

relationship between thisan

ticline and the Nahant antiform appears to be similar to
that between the "hook" of the refolded Rochford anticlinorium and the adjacent complex anticline (Fig. 2, sec.
35, T. 2 N . , R. 3 E.).

In each case, the "complex anti

clines" are considered to be associated with buckling
accompanying the refolding of isoclinal folds about south
east plunging axes.

The above

significant regional variation

similarities indicate no
in structure within the

Rochford district; hence, it is assumed that stresses which
created the structure were regional in nature and were not
differentially applied.
Evidence for regional wrench faulting was not found
in the field and is not apparent in Figure 3 because
variations in orientation of foliation were interpreted
as having resulted from folding.

Lithologic changes be

tween separated outcrops, apparently along strike, were
similarly interpreted.

This interpretation is in con

trast to suggestions by Bayley (1970a, p. B99; 1970b,
p. E7; 1972, p. A9) that regional lateral faulting may
play a significant role in deformation within the
northern Black Hills.
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Regardless of the role of lateral faulting, it is
apparent that the continuity of structure exhibited in
the Nahant area and the Rochford district is shared
elsewhere in the northern Black Hills.

The Geologic

Map of the Galena-Roubaix district (Bayley, 1970b,
Plate I) reveals northeasterly trending folds cross-cut
by northwest-southeast trending folds.

Similarly, the

Lead area (Noble and others, 1949 t Chinn, 1969) has
northwest-southeast trending cross-folds which deform
southeast plunging isoclinal folds.

In addition, both

the Estes Creek area (Bayley, 1970a) and the Little Elk
Creek area (Zartman and Stern, 1967) have northwest
trending folds.
Regional relationships within the northern Black
Hills indicate that similarity of structure is rein
forced by age relationships.

Along a west-east trav

erse of the northern Black Hills, observation of age
relationships reveals a basically synclinal structure
in the area of the present study, and an anticlinal
i

structure flanking the study area which may extend from
Rochford porthward to Lead and southward around the
"hook" of the Rochford anticlinorium where it then
disappears to the west beneatjj overlying Paleozoic
sedimentary rocks.

Another synclinal area exists east

and northeast of Rochford (as shown in Galena-Roubaix),
and an anticlinal area is evident in the Estes Creek-
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Little Elk Creek areas.

The northwest-southeast trend

of these major structures parallels smaller folds through
out the northern Black Hills, and is replaced by northeast-southwest trends parallel to the margin of the
Harney Peak dome south of Hill City (Ratte and Wayland,
1969).
Summary and interpretation of macroscopic fabric
It is apparent that structure of the northern Black
Hills consists of variably oriented isoclinal folds
crossed by southeast plunging folds north of Hill City
and northeast trending folds to the south.

Southeast

trending crossfolds are attributed by Bayley (1970a,
1970b) to movement along major right lateral shear zones
which border northwest trending blocks in GalenaRoubaix and in the Estes Creek area, but no supporting
evidence was found in the study area.

However, the absence

of distinct faults does not eliminate the possibility that
southeast trending folds are preferentially developed
within discrete shear zones.
Mesoscopic Fabric
Introduction
Orientations of fabric elements were measured in the
field and are described and interpreted in this section.
Planar surfaces defining bedding and axial plane cleav
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age related to fold systems A and B were measured along
with the plunge of fold axes of the two systems.

Bou

dins and mullion structure tend to parallel fold axes of
both systems and were not specifically measured in all
cases.

Crenulations and other lineations were also

observed, but were not always recorded, because they
often closely paralleled other fabric elements such as
fold axes.
The terminology for various fabric elements is
given in Table 2 below:
TABLE 2. FABRIC ELEMENT TERMINOLOGY
Bedding--------- :----------------------------------Axial plane cleavage of fold system A
(variably trending) ------------------------------ S£
Axial plane cleavage of fold system B
(southeast trending) -----------------------------

Fold Style
Slip folding is the dominant style apparent in the
map area, although flexure folding is significant within
metagraywacke and quartzite.

Fold intensity also appears

to be related to lithology in that less competent phyllites exhibit the greatest folding (Fig. 4c, compare d
and e).

Generally, the fold development is such that

angles between axial planes and limbs vary from 30° to
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a. View facing south
toward Rapid River val
ley. Foreground is Pre'cambrian phyllite and
metagraywacke; ridge on
horizon consists of
Paleozoic sedimentary
rocks.

b. Basal quartz conglom
erate of Upper Cambrian
Deadwood Formation. Note
white vein quartz pebbles
circled at bottom.

c. Interbedded phyllite
and metagraywacke of Unit
I. Note difference in
intensity of folds between
phyllite (upper left) and
metagraywacke (lower
right).

d.
Interbedded phyllite
and metagraywacke of Unit
II. Note openness of fold
ing in metagraywacke and
associated poor development
of axial plane cleavage.

Figure 4. Photos of;outcrops of Paleozoic rocks and the
Swede Gulch Formation west of Nahant, Black Hills, South
Dakota.
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e. Tight folding of
phyllite in Unit II.

f. Open folding in
interbedded phyllite and
metagraywacke of Unit III
Note that angles between
bedding and axial plane
cleavage are close to 90

g. Tightly folded phyl
lite of Unit I. Chevron
type folds cause bedding£
to approach angles of 45
from axial plane.

h. Kink folded phyllite
of Unit I. Note exten
sive separation between
folds.

Figure 4 (cont.). Photos of outcrops of the Swede Gulch
Formation west of Nahant , Black Hills, South Dakota.
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i . Interbedded metagray
wacke and phyllite of
Unit II. Folds of three
different scales are
apparent.

j. Interbedded meta
graywacke and phyllite
of Unit II. Note that
fold system B is' prefer
entially developed in
metagraywacke, upper left,
whereas A is most prevalent
in phyllite and metagray
wacke.

k. Interbedded meta
graywacke and phyllite
of Unit III. Relation
ships noted in Fig. 4j
are repeated here on a
larger scale.

1. Very well developed
slaty cleavage in phyilite of Unit I. Slipfolding was of great
significance in forma
tion of this fold.

Figure 4 (cont.). Photos of outcrops of the Swede Gulch
formation west of Nahant, Black Hills, South Dakota.
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m. Interbedded phyllite
and metagraywacke of Unit
II. Note absence of slaty
Cleavage in metagraywacke
(upper 1 / 2 of outcrop).

n. Interbedded meta
graywacke, phyllite, and
quartz veins of Unit III.
Note that veins parallel
ing S^ show evidence of
stretching by their dis
continuous nature.

o. Quartz layer (one foot
thick) within interbedded
phyllite and metagraywacke
of Unit II. Note that layer
has lensoid shape and parallels S^.

Figure 4 (cont.) Photos of outcrops of the Swede Gulch
Formation west of Nahant, Black Hills, South Dakota.
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90° (Fig. 4f, g).

In areas of weak development, folds

may be concentrated in discrete zones of shearing or
kinks, often separated by many feet (Fig. 4h).

In

areas of intense folding, there is commonly no separa
tion between folds.

Usually, folds of the following

wave lengths are present at the outcrop:
6

0-4 inches,

inches-1 foot, 2-5 feet, and 10-20 feet (Fig. 4i).

Both symmetric and asymmetric folding exist in the area;
the former being associated with competent rocks and the
latter with incompetent rocks.
Significant differences occur between styles of fold
systems A and B.

Fold system A is strongly developed in

the southwestern portion of Figure 3 and relatively well
developed in the eastern portions.

In contrast, fold

system B is absent in the southwest and well developed
t
.
.
.
in the east. Because metagraywacke is dominant m the
east and phyllite in the southwest, fold system B devel
opment deceptively appears to bear an inverse relation
ship to rock competence.

However, it is more likely

that development of fold system B varies in response to
deformation concentrated within discrete shear zones,
and that the southwestern portion of Figure 3 is thus an
area between shear zones.

Typical rock exposures show

ing fold system B reveal open, symmetrical folds in
competent rock (Fig. 4j, k) normally located in the
eastern part of the area mapped.
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Axial plane cleavage development is directly related
to fold intensity resulting from prominent slip folding.
Cleavage is generally poorly developed in metagraywacke
and quartzite and is predominant in less competent units
(Fig. 41, m, c).

No significant departure (such as

fanning) of cleavage from orientation parallel to axial
planes was noted in the field.
Description— general
Fabric data gathered from approximately 275 stations
throughout the area are presented in Figures 5-8.

Figure

5 shows the orientation of fold axes, defining both north
east plunging fold system A and southeast plunging fold
system B.

Fold system B is strongly focused on 35°,

S. 47° E . 7 whereas fold system A has variable plunges, with
a maximum of 16°, N. 28° E.

It should be noted that since

system A has ubiquitous development, andLfold system B
is more localized, Figure 5 is weighted in favor of the
former.
Figure

6

shows that orientations of bedding normals

in the study area are extremely variable.

A very gen

eral major concentration of 36°, S. 73° W. corresponds to
a bedding (S^) orientation of N. 17° W . , 54° NE.; whereas
minor concentrations on 25° and 50°-70°, N. 82° W . , cor
respond to orientations N. 28° E ., 65° SE. and 20°-40° SE.
Bedding of the major concentration shows much greater
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% points
per 1% area
0-2
2-4
4-9
9-13
13+
Figure 5. Orientation of fold axes, equal-area lower
hemisphere projection (230 points).
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v.v

.*.v.

v.v
v.v

% points
per 1% area

0-2.7
2 .8-4.4 623
4.5-7.1
7.2-8.9
8 .9+
Figure 6 . Orientation of S. normals, equal-area lower
hemisphere projection (113 points).
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% points
per 1% area
0-3.4
tSD
10

10.6-13.
13.7+
Figure 7. Orientation of S2 normals, equal-area lower
hemisphere projection (143 points)..
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% points
per 1% area
Ri'lt
0-5 .4
G2 )
5.5-8.1
8.2-13. 5 (SB)
13. 6-16 o2 49
m
16 „3+

Figure 8 . Orientation of
normals, equal-area lower
hemisphere projection (37 points).
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variation than that of the minor group.

Since the major

concentration trends northwest-southeast, it is probable
that fold system B is a controlling factor.

In other

words, closed folding reoriented bedding to the northwest
trend as a result of fold system B deformation.

The large

variability associated with the major maximum must there
fore mean that bedding is not strictly parallel to the
axial plane of system B.

Hence, system B folds cannot

be considered to be strongly isoclinal.

Observation of

Figure 3 confirms this conclusion.
Figure 7 shows the orientation of axial plane cleav
age related to the variably trending isoclinal folds.

The

major orientation of poles to this cleavage is 20°, S.
54° E., which corresponds to a foliation (henceforth
referred to as S2 ) oriented N. 36° E . , 70° NW.

Minor

concentrations of S2 poles are oriented 18°, S. 34° E . ,
and 20°-30°, S. 82° W . , corresponding to foliations
oriented N. 56° E., 71° NW. and N.

8

° W . , 60°-70° NE.

respectively.
Axial plane cleavage formed during the development
of southeast plunging folds is shown in Figure

8

.

The

stereonet reveals that the cleavage poles are concen
trated 13°, S. 64° W . , requiring cleavage (S3 ) to be
oriented N. 36° W . , 77° NE.

A minor concentration

N. 78° W. is associated with a vertical foliation trending
N. 12° E.

Figure

8

illustrates that the major orientation
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of

is highly concentrated, indicating relatively little

effective later deformation.
Description— specific areas
The geologic map is divided into subareas individual
ly characterized by relatively homogeneous structure as
defined by trends of fabric elements of fold system A.
Within each subarea these trends are very similar from
outcrop to outcrop.

This division is made so as to

describe relationships between fold systiems within each
area.
The stereonet for subarea A (Fig. 3) contains
orientations of beddin.g (S^), fold system A axes, and
axial plane cleavage of fold system A ( ) .
was found for fold system B in this area.

No evidence
Isoclinal

folds of system A are very obvious and plunge 25°-40°,
N. 38

E.

A minor trend of these folds is indicated by

two small concentrations plunging 28°, N. 49° E . , and
28°, N. 59° E.

Poles to axial plane cleavage of fold

system A are concentrated 10°-40°, S. 55° E . , but again
show variation in strike with a localized maximum of
13°, S. 35° E.

These correspond respectively to folia

tions oriented N. 35° E . , 50°-j30° NW. and N. 55° E. ,
77° NW.

Bedding poles plunging 65°, N. 84° W. with a

minor concentration 20°, N. 63° W . , have planar surfaces
oriented N. 16° E . , 25° SE. and N. 27° E . , 70° SE.
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respectively.
In the case of each fabric element described above,
it should be noted that the minor easterly concentrations
were measured in the easternmost sector of subarea A, and
they therefore reflect the greater intensity of deformation
of fold system B in the area of Castle anticline.

Varia

tions in dip of bedding also appear to be related to varia
tions in intensity of deformation since the southeastern
part of subarea A has much lower dips than does the
northwestern part, possible due to flattening in the
trough of the southeast plunging synform about which
Castle anticline is refolded.
The stereonet for. subarea B (Fig. 3) is also charac—
terized by absence of mesoscopic indications of fold
system B.

Although the plunge of system A axes, 10°-30°,

N. 38° E. and 5°, S. 38° W . , coincides directly with that
described for subarea A, there is more variation in this
subarea.

This variation is undoubtedly an effect of

deformation associated with system B, as is steepening
of axial plunges from subarea B to subarea A.

Steepening

is due to uplift in subarea A associated with formation
of the synform described above.

Bedding is oriented

N. 24° E., 25°-70° SE., roughly similar to that of
subarea A.

Axial plane cleavage (S£) is extremely

irregular in orientation with poles concentrated pri
marily 15°, S. 30°-54° E.; 40°, S. 54° E.; and 14°,
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S.

66

° E. which correspond to foliations oriented N. 36°-

60° E. , 75° NW.: N. 36° E . , 50° NW.: and N. 24° E. , 76° NW
Observation of subarea B (Fig. 3) reveals that the more
easterly orientations are concentrated in the southeastern
part of the subarea, through which the synformal axial
trace passes.
Within subarea C mesoscopic evidence for fold system
B is lacking.

Most measurements of fabric element orien

tations were taken in the westernmost portion of the subarea because few outcrops occur in Hop Creek valley.

This

is unfortunate because structural trends leading into
the valley from surrounding areas are indicative of com
plex relationships within the valley.

Measured data pre

sented in the stereonet for subarea C are essentially
similar to data from subareas A and B.

Some of the

variability of the various fabric elements may be ac
counted for by the fact that part of the data came from
the boundary zone between subareas C and

-D.

Therefore,

northwesternmost variations in orientations evident on
the stereonet may be ignored in analysis of subarea C.
The major orientations of fold system A axes are 25°,
N. 26° E.: 21°, N. 42° E.; and 13° N. 50° E., slightly
more easterly than similar axes in subareas A and B.
mary orientations of axial plane cleavage ( )

Pri

poles are

12°-30°, S. 69° E.; 20°-30°, S. 50° E.; and 10°, S. 31° E.
corresponding to foliations oriented respectively N. 21°,,
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E. , 60°-78° NW.; N. 40° E . , 60°-70° NW.; and N. 59° E . ,
80° NW., slightly more easterly than similar surfaces in
subareas A and B.

Bedding within the area is generally

oriented N. 10°-40° E . , 30°-55° SE., not significantly
different from that described earlier.
Subarea D displays significant changes in structural
patterns from those evident in subareas A through C.

Pri

marily, additional fabric elements are present in the form
of fold axes and axial plane cleavage (Sg) related to sys
tem B.

Bedding (S1) has significantly different orienta

tion from that observed to the southwest, with poles ori
ented primarily 10°-20°, S. 62° W. and 20°-45°, S. 83° W . ,.
equivalent to surfaces oriented N. 28° W . , 70°-80° NE.,
and N. 7° W . , 45°-70° NE.

Fold system A has axes orient

ed 50°, N. 42° E. and 28°, N. 22° E . , with axial plane
cleavage ( )

poles of 15°, S. 45° E. and 15°, S. 26° E.,

corresponding to foliations oriented N. 45° E. , 75° NW.,
o
o
and N. 64 E . , 75 NW. Fold system B axes are concen
trated 30°, S. 40° E . and axial plane cleavage (Sg) poles
plunge 10°-20°, S. 67° W . , corresponding to foliations
oriented N. 23° W . , 70°-80° NE.

Fold system A axes and

axial plane cleavage are both oriented similarly to iden
tical elements iri subareas A through C, whereas bedding
is significantly deflected to the northwest.

Thus

*

bedding is no longer controlled by trends of fold sys
tem A, but instead is under the influence of fold
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system B.

The steep plunge of fold system A axes in this

subarea contrasts with the plunges of axes in subarea C and
may be caused by steepening related to downwarping of the
refolded syncline (Fig. 3, SEl/4, Sec. 31).

Outcrop pat

terns associated with this fold are convex to the north
west and mesoscopic fold axes plunge southeast.

The

structure is therefore interpreted to be a southeast
plunging syncline which has been refolded about a south
east plunging axis.
With the exception of bedding, all fabric elements
in subarea E show strong westward rotation from orien
tations observed in subarea D.

Bedding is more depen

dent on trends of fold system B than is axial plane
cleavage of fold system A, because it is generally at a
lower angle to fold system B trends.

Since fold system

B has greater control over bedding than over other ele
ments, bedding is reoriented to the northwest in subarea
D, whereas other elements are not reoriented until subarea E is reached.

However, these elements are rotated

approximately 15° from positions evident in subarea D.
Axes of fold system A are concentrated 22°-42°, N. 14°32° E. t 58°-68°, N. 23°-50° E.; and 28°-36°, N. 0°-9° W. ;
whereas axial plane cleavage
mum of N. 38° E. ,,79? NW.

is oriented at a maxi

Fold axes of system B plunge

38°-58°, S. 50° E. and 16°, S. 36° E . , with bedding sub
parallel concentrated on N. 13°-20° W . , 65°-78° NE. and
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N. 31° W. 45° NE.

The degree of plunge of isoclinal

folds of system A is similar to that noted in subarea D,
indicating that downwarping associated with development
of the refolded syncline was significant in both areas.
Subarea F, in the extreme northwestern portion of
the study area, displays, as shown in the stereonet for
subarea F, fabric elements oriented similarly to those
in subarea E.

However, a slight eastward shift is par

ticularly apparent in axes of isoclinal folds of sys
tem A which plunge 47°, N. 38° E . , and in bedding which
is oriented N. 1°-10° W . , 60° NE.

Fold system B is

evident with axes oriented 60°, S. 39° E. and axial plane
cleavage oriented N. 24° W . , 80°-84° NE. and N. 33° W . ,
75° NE.
The eastward shift described above is probably re
lated to bending of passive fabric elements as the crest
of the refolded syncline is rounded (see Fig. 3).

This

crest marks the transition zone between separate struc
tural zones in that relatively homogeneously southwest
trending fabric elements in subareas A, B, and C are
replaced by southeast trends in subareas D, E> and F.
Subarea G is another transition zone in which the
dominant southeast trending, fabric elements in subareas
D, E, and F are replaced by north-south trends to the
east.

Fold system A axes and bedding both display, on

the stereonet for subarea G, a westerly shift from trends
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present in subarea F.

Axes of fold system A plunge

45° -60°, N. 25° E.; 14°-22°, N. 22° E„; and 36°, N. 50° E.,
and axial plane cleavage (S2 ) is oriented N. 45° E . , 74°84° NW. and N. 57° E., 68° NW.

Fold system B axes are

oriented 32°, S. 26° E. and 40°, S. 52° E. , whereas
bedding is oriented N. 39° W . , 70°-80° NE.

The westerly

shift described above is related to the fact that subarea
G is located on the crest of Nahant antiform.

Upfolding

of this antiform may have caused rotation which would
account for the fact that the plunge of axes of fold
system. A is much less in subarea G than the plunge of
similar axes in subareas D, E, and F.
As shown on the stereonet for subarea H, bedding
orientation on the east flank of Nahant antiform is sig
nificantly different from that in subarea G.

Axes to

fold system A plunge 15°-70°, N. 28° E. and axial plane
cleavage (S2 ) is oriented N. 55°E., 50°-70° NW. and
N. 16°E., 50°-90° NW.

Tentative indications (crenulations)

of fold system B plunge 60°, S. 61° E. with axial plane
cleavage (S^) oriented N. 14° W . , 65°-80° NE.

Bedding

surfaces are concentrated N. 5°-15° W. t 65°-88° NW.; and
N.. 5° E. , 56°-62° NE., and trend more easterly than those
of subarea G because they are ^.ocated on the east limb of
Nahant antiform.
In general, the following should be noted:
1) Fold system B fabric elements, where evident, show
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little variation in orientation.
2) Fold system A fabric elements are variable in
orientation, and variability is controlled by intensity
of deformation related to fold system B.
3) Bedding conforms to northeast plunging fold sys
tem A in subareas A, B, and C, and to southeast plunging
fold system B in subareas D, E, F, G, and H.
Summary and interpretation of mesoscopic fabric
Folding of both generations A and B occurred mainly
by slip along surfaces parallel to axial planes.

These

surfaces are more widely separated in competent metagraywacke than in incompetent phyllite.

Some flexure fold

ing is of significance in metagraywacke and quartzite.
The degree of symmetry or asymmetry of folding is depen
dent upon rock type, symmetrical folds being character
istic of competent metagraywacke and quartzite.
Fold system B is preferentially present in the
eastern part of the study area where metagraywacke pre
dominates, whereas fold system A is most prominent in
the southwestern part of the study area, where phyllite
predominates.

This relationship probably results from

an eastward change in intensity of fold system B, a
change probably resulting from concentration of defor
mation of fold system B along discrete zones of shear
ing.
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Fabric elements within the map area reflect the re
lationship discussed above in that axes and axial plane
cleavage of folds of system A vary in orientation through
out the area as a result of deformation associated with
development of fold system B.

Folds of system B, however,

have axes and axial plane cleavage of relatively con
stant orientation.

Bedding conforms to trends of fold

system B in the eastern portion of the study area.

Pos

sibly because bedding is generally at a lower angle to
trends of system B, it is more highly controlled by
these trends than are fabric elements of fold system
A.

In fact, the relatively slight effect of fold system

B on orientation of fQld system A trends attests to the
significance of slip-folding during deformation related
to fold system B.

Fold system A orientations vary in

that axial plunges increase in the central portion of
Figure 3 where the axes were affected by downwarping
associated with refolding about a southeast plunging
synformal axis.
Axial plane cleavage of system A shows progressive
eastward minor reorientation through areas A through G.
From G to H it is deflected to the west as it rounds the
crest of the Nahant antiform. y The greater effect of
fold system B on system A trends from G to H may be
due either to more prevalent flexure folding in meta
graywacke or to the general east-west variation in
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deformation intensity related to development of fold
system B.
Microscopic Fabric
Orientation of quartz c-axes
Measurement of quartz axes orientation was per
formed by means of universal stage microscopy as described
by Turner and Weiss (1963) on oriented samples for which
locations and orientations of fabric elements are shown
in Table 3.
Thin sections were cut both perpendicular to the
most prominent fold axis and parallel to the axial plane.
Quartz c-axis orientations were then measured and plotted
for each location by recombining data of each thin section
from that location.
As Table 3 indicates, quartz axes tend to be prefer
entially located in girdles perpendicular to the major fold
axes (see Appendix 2).

Study of Figure 9 reveals a strong

er concentration of quartz c-axes perpendicular to north
east plunging axes than to southeast plunging axes.

This

may be interpreted as an indication that a greater degree
of recrystallization is associated with metamorphism re
lated to deformation of fold system A.

For each sample

the greatest concentration of quartz axes is in a linear
zone plunging to the northwest which is co-linear with
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TABLE 3. LOCATIONS AND FABRIC ELEMENT ORIENTATIONS FOR
SAMPLES ANALYZED FOR QUARTZ C-AXIS ORIENTATION
Sample # S-17-■1 and S-17-2
Location:
Beddinq:

NE^a SEis, sec. 32,r T. 3 N . , R. 3 E •
N., 3'0 w., 65° NE.

Fold system A:
' Fold system B:

Poles to quartz i
qirdles

low angle,
S. 30 W

25°, S. 34° W.

60° , s. 60° E

35°, S. 80° E.

Sample # S-49-•1 ,
and S'-49-2
Location:

SWJj NE%, sec. 31,, T. 3 N . , R. 3 E •
Poles to quartz <
qirdles

Beddinq:
Fold svstem A* :
Fold system B:

57*
'60°

N. 30° E.
S. 35° E.

20°, N. 67° E.
60°, S. 48° E.

Sample # S-82-■1 and S-82-2
Location:
Beddinq:

NW^s SEij, sec. 31,, T. 3 N . , R. 3 E •
N., 15° W. , 57° NE.i

qirdles
Poles to quartz <

Fold svstem A* :

62

N. 43° E.

30°, N. 22° E.

Fold system B:

60

s. 35° E.

75°, S. 28° E.

♦Estimated
Poles to quartz girdles are almost co-linear with fold
axes.
the line of intersection of the two quartz girdles.
Turner and Weiss (1963, p. 432) support the above
interpretation of the relationship between quartz c-axis
girdles and fold axes when they state "...the normal to
the plane of the quartz girdle...coincides with the axis
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Figure 9. Orientation of quartz [000i| , equal-area lower
hemisphere projection (300 points).
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Figure 9 (cont.). Orientation of quartz ((DOO^ , equalarea lower hemisphere projection (30(^ points)'.
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of mesoscopic folding and microscopic elongation of miner
al grains."

They conclude by suggesting that the maxi

mum principal stress is confined to the plane of the gir
dle.
To explain the origin of cross-girdles of quartz
c-axes which intersect in a lineation parallel to fold
axes within a deformed quartz porphyry, Shelley (1971a,
1971b) proposed that recrystallization of quartz in a
stress field tends to orient new grains so as to pre
clude gliding on y or 2

.

This process requires

that quartz recrystallize so that the rhombohedral sur
faces are oriented at maximum angles from maximum shear
ing stress.

Such a situation arises when quartz c-axes

are positioned in cross girdles intersecting in the dir
ection of the fold axis and are arranged conjugately
about the be plane at angles of 35°-40°.
Application of Shelley's interpretation to data
in Table 3 yields theoretical fold axes plunging westnorthwest.

Since no fold axes of this orientation were

observed on any scale, the interpretation of Turner and
Weiss is adopted, indicating that quartz recrystalliza
tion was related to development of both fold systems.
Description

*

Oriented samples were collected for thin sectioning
from all subareas except C and G (see Fig. 3).

Discussion
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of fabric observed within these thin sections will
proceed according to subarea (Fig. 3) and sample number
in Appendix 1.

For purposes of comparison, mesoscopic

fabric elements are included for each sample.
Summary and interpretation of microscopic fabric
Microscopic analysis of thin sections from collected
oriented samples reveals that fold system A is general
ly well developed on the microscopic scale and is charac
terized by slip-folding as indicated by strong axialplane cleavage which varies from slaty cleavage through
strain-slip to fracture cleavage depending on the compe
tence of the rock.

Incompetent phyllite is highly folded

and characterized by slaty or strain-slip cleavage whereas
competent metagraywacke and quartzite are weakly folded
and characterized by weak strain-slip cleavage, fracture
cleavage or conjugate shear zones (Wilson, 1961, p. 480).
Possible altered snowball garnet (Appendix 1, Sample
R-32-1) is indicative of crystallization syntectonic with
development of fold system A.

Pyrite and graphite are

crystallized along axial plane cleavage (S^K as are slight
amounts of muscovite, biotite, and chlorite.

Quartz' c-axis

orientations reveal recrystallization in a girdle perpen
dicular to fold system A axes, indicating that quartz
recrystallized syntectonic to folding of system A.
Fold system B is weakly developed in most instances
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on the microscopic scale.

Slaty cleavage, prominent in

fold system A, is replaced by strain-slip cleavage in in
competent rocks which show cleavage related, to fold system
B.

Within competent quartzose rocks, strain-slip cleavage

is replaced by conjugate shear zones which are often
paralleled by graphite inclusions in quartz.

Both re

crystallized quartz and recrystallized rock fragments
(Appendix 1, Sample R-32-2) may be rotated about southeast
plunging axes, indicating syntectonic recrystallization
related to fold system B.

Muscovite, chlorite, pyrite,

and graphite all are recrystallized parallel to axial
plane cleavage (S^). and large grains of muscovite and
chlorite sometimes occur.

Large quartz grains appear to

have their boundaries defined by shear zones, especially
in quartz rich rocks with large grains.
Quartz c-axis orientations show a relationship to
axes of fold system B similar to that described for axes
of fold system A t however, recrystallization associated
-w*

with southeast plunging fold axes is inferred to be of
lesser extent due to weak development of quartz axis
girdles.
Quartz occurs commonly as small grains within the
matrix; as polygonized lenses, layers, and pods with
undulose extinction and with associated sericite and
chlorite; and as large single grains with undulose ex
tinction. ’ Coarse grains are commonly elongated
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and show mortar texture or coalescence, whereas fine
grains show less elongation and have irregular bounda
ries.

Mortar texture occurs in large, polygonized

quartz grains with associated muscovite and chlorite
within the granulated zone.

The polygonized grains

infrequently have sutured polygonal boundaries and fre
quently have straight polygonal boundaries which meet
in triple points.

Some large grains with undulose ex

tinction are unpolygonized, yet still show granulation
at the edges.

Large quartz grains coalesced from smal

ler grains seldom retain sedimentary grain boundaries,
but may still be identified as sedimentary grains on
the basis of included .helicitic bedding (S^) traces.
Quartz grains are typically elongate parallel to
bedding and sub-parallel to axes of both fold systems
A and B.

Those sub-parallel to fold system A axes are

less elongate than those sub-parallel to fold system B
axes.

Elongation parallel to fold axes may either re

sult from recrystallization or granulation, or may be
a relic sedimentary feature.

In either case (and granu

lation is here considered most likely because of abun
dant microscopic evidence of conjugate shear zones),
elongate grains oriented parallel to

and sub^-paral-

lel to fold axes will be oriented parallel to axial plane
cleavage where it is present.

Kinetic interpretation of

the formation of cleavage will be discussed within the
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Summary and Interpretation of Structural Data.
Post-tectonic minerals identified on the basis of
their lack of preferred orientation include chloritoid,
tourmaline and minor chlorite, and muscovite.

Later

minerals possibly related to retrograde metamorphism in
clude chlorite, quartz, and muscovite which may replace
garnet and chloritoid.

Iron oxides such as limonite and

hematite commonly replace pyrite.
Summary and Interpretation of Structural Data
Variably trending isoclinal folds are refolded about
southeast plunging crossfold axes.

The latter phase of

folding generally changes in apparent intensity in an eastwest direction as is evidenced by Figure 3 which shows
predominant southeast trends in the east replaced by north
east trends in the west.

This change results from a ten

dency for southeast trending folds to be concentrated into
discrete shear zones.
Mesoscopic slip folding with associated slaty, strainslip, and fracture cleavage characterizes both generations
of folds.

Competent metagraywacke typically shows poorer

fold development and often shows signs of flexural-slip
folding, whereas incompetent pjxyllites have well developed
slip folding.

Symmetry of folding is primarily dependent

upon location of the incompetent and competent rocks
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within the area, each respectively characterized by asym
metric and symmetric folding.
Orientations of axes and axial plane foliations of
fold system A are dependent upon deformation related to
the crossfolds.

Hence, orientations of fabric elements

related to fold system A, and orientation of bedding are
each affected by deformation associated with the Nahant
antiform and the refold of Castle anticline (Fig. 2).
Microscopic fabric analysis reveals that fold system
A is generally better developed than B.

Slaty cleavage

and strain-slip cleavage indicative of slip folding is
typical in folds of system A, whereas fracture cleavage
or strain-slip cleavage characterizes the more poorly
developed folds of system B.
Shear conjugate with axial planes of mesoscopic
folds is developed in competent rocks, and shear zones
usually define boundaries of quartz grains displaying
mortar texture.

Graphite inclusions in quartz commonly

parallel shear zones related to either system of folds.
Axial plane cleavage is interpreted by Turner and
Weiss (1963, p. 485-460) as usually developing perpen
dicular to maximum principal stress.

However, alterna

tive interpretations include the possibility that cleav
age may develop in the zone of maximum shear stress
(Becker, 1896, p. 443-444), so that maximum principal
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stress is inclined to the perpendicular to cleavage.
According to Becker, such a situation would promote ro
tational stress which would constantly reorient one of
the shear zones thus preventing extensive development of
shear in that zone.

However, since the conjugate shear

zone would be constant in orientation, abundant shear
would develop in that zone.

Evidence of shear developed

conjugate with axial plane cleavage in quartzose rocks may,
if Becker's interpretation is applicable, result from
greater resistance to rotational stress in these quartzose
rocks.
Turner and Verhoogan (1960, p. 650-654) characterize
compression schistosity developed perpendicular to maxi
mum principal- stress (Turner and Weiss, 1963, p. 456-460)
as having either weak lineations and weak quartz axis
girdles or flexufcal slip folding.

In contrast, the study

area displays axial plane cleavage of interbedded phyl
lite and metagraywacke, elongate grains sub-parallel to
axial plane cleavage, abundant b-lineations, quartz axis
girdles developed perpendicular to fold axes, and strong
evidence for slip folding.

It is probable that maximum

principal stress was not oriented perpendicular to axial
plane cleavage in the study area.

The above character

istics are attributes of B-tectonites of monoclinic
symmetry which develop by shearing movements along close
ly spaced shears, and thus are in accordance with the
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interpretation of Becker.

Becker's proposal is tentative

ly favored here, because abundant evidence of shear is
developed on both the local scale as described herein and
on the regional scale (Bayley, 1970a, 1970b, 1972).
addition, present orientations of S2 and

In

inclined from

the vertical necessitates no post-deformation regional
rotation if Becker's hypothesis is applied.

If princi

pal maximum stress was horizontal, it would be inclined
to the perpendicular to present axial plane cleavage
as described by the interpretation of Becker.
The fabric described herein can be interpreted to
be the result of two deformational phases.

Ghoush and

Ramberg (1968) report that synchronous cross-folding of
modeling clay and putty produce complex fold patterns with
many trends.

The uniformity of fold patterns within the

study area and within the Rochford district (Fig. 2) are
therefore interpreted to be indicative of non-synchronous
deformation.

However, this interpretation does not pre

clude the possibility that the two periods were phases of
one tectonic event.
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STRATIGRAPHY AND METAMORPHISM
Description
Introduction
Stratigraphy of the Swede Gulch Formation was dis
cussed in general in the introduction.

In the area

mapped (Fig. 3), the garnetiferous Poverty Gulch Slate
is overlain by the succession of lithologies summarized
in Table 4.
TABLE 4. STRATIGRAPHIC COLUMN OF THE
SWEDE GULCH FORMATION WEST OF NAHANT, S.D.*
Swede Gulch Formation '
Unit IV. Medium metagraywacke interbedded with phyllite
(some extremely thin bedded)
Unit III. Coarse-medium metagraywacke interbedded
with minor phyllite
Unit II.
wacke

Phyllite interbedded with medium metagray

Unit I. Phyllite (some with spessartite), slate, bed
ded chert, and minor metagraywacke
Poverty Gulch Slate
*Due to structural complications related to isoclinal
folding, thicknesses of the various units are unknown.

It is stressed that the rock units described in Table
4 are generalized subdivisions of an interbedded phyllite
and metagraywacke sequence.

As a result, inclusion of
57
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each outcrop within the appropriate unit is possible only
if structural and lithologic relationships with nearby out
crops are understood.

Also, because designation of units

is accomplished by correlation of many adjacent outcrops,
minor variations in lithology within units should be ex
pected.
The fourteen oriented samples collected are repre
sentative of all the above units and are discussed below
according to unit and sample number (see Appendix 1 for
more complete description).
Poverty Gulch Slate
The Swede Gulch formation overlies the Poverty Gulch
Slate which is described by Bayley (1972) as

a garnet-

iferous, dark, laminated slate replaced in western areas
by dark graphitic slate.

Although some outcrops in the

southeastern part of the map area (SEl/4, sec. 7 and
SWl/4, sec. 8) display visible garnets, none of the
collected oriented specimens contain mesoscopic or
microscopic garnet.

Two samples of phyllite collected

from the same portion of the map area by McGehee (sam
ples R474 and R476) do contain garnet, but are consid
ered here to represent Unit I^of the Swede Gulch For
mation.

Garnet found within the study area in the lower

most part of Unit I, in the Poverty Gulch Slate, and
throughout the Rochford district is described by McGehee
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(personal communication, 1971) as having the color of
spessartite in hand specimen.
Oriented specimen R-32 was collected from the
southeastern part of the study area (SEl/4, sec. 7) and
is tentatively considered to be Poverty Gulch Slate.
R-32 is graphitic chlorite phyllite consisting primarily
of equal amounts of graphite, chlorite, and quartz, minor
tourmaline and limonite, with some muscovite.

Texturally,

the sample is borderline between slate and phyllite in
terms of grain size and cleavage development, and is
comparable to the dark graphitic slate described by
Bayley (1972).

Some unoriented tourmaline is pre

sent, some chlorite parallels S b u t
parallel S^.

all other minerals

Sparsely distributed quartz pods with chlor

ite and mica inclusions are polygonized with undulose ex
tinction and with evidence for rotation about southeast
plunging axes (see Appendix 1).
wrapped by S1«

Some quartz pods are

Whorls in S1 are tentatively correlated

with rotation about northeast plunging axes.

The whorls

consist of quartz, muscovite, and chlorite and may rep
resent altered rotated garnet.
Unit I
The phyllite-bedded chert-slate-minor metagraywacke
unit is the basal part of the Swede Gulch Formation and
is represented here by samples R-l, R-37, and R-109.
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Some

of the phyllite correlated with this unit has small gar
nets observable in hand specimen, but it is not considered
part of the Poverty Gulch Slate because it is texturally
similar to phyllite of Unit I.

Phyllite occurs most

abundantly through this unit often interbedded with
chert and slate, whereas scattered outcrops of metagraywacke occur only near the top of Unit I interbedded
with phyllite. (Fig. 4c, d).

Bayley (1972) indicates

that the lower portion of the Swede Gulch Formation is
graphitic slate and schist (Fig. 4g, h) with one or
two beds of chert.
R—109 is a quartz muscovite phyllite consisting of
interbedded phyllite apd metagraywacke.

Limonite and

graphite are the most significant minor minerals and
both parallel S^.

Iron oxide also parallels S£ and S^,

as does the pyrite from which iron oxide was altered.
Quartz occurs as grains of recrystallized sand in which
mosaic large grains with undulose extinction are sur
rounded by small grains similarly exhibiting undulose
extinction (Fig. 10a, b).

Some mosaics include old

lineations (Fig. 10a) as helicitic texture.

Other

mosaics of rhomboid shape in thin section include yel
low mica and chlorite at polygpn boundaries and iron
oxide at rhombus boundaries.

The latter mosaics pos

sibly Represent replacement of garnet, cordierite, or
chloritoid.
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a. Folds and axial plane
cleavage in quartz musco
vite phyllite of Unit X
(R-109-1)o Note helicitic
inclusion of former S.,
trace in the coalesced
quartz grain.

b. Weakly folded and
strongly sheared S- in
quartz muscovite pnyllite of Unit I (R-1092 ).

c. Very strong axial
plane cleavage along
which significant trans
port occurred in quartz
muscovite phyllite of
Unit II (R-84-1). Note
that opaque minerals
parallel all foliations.

d. Quartz muscovite
phyllite of Unit II
(R-84-2) in which slip
folding occurred along
strong axial plane
cleavage. Shear zones
conjugate with S. are
in evidence, and opaque
minerals parallel all
foliations.

Figure 10. Photomicrographs of oriented speci
mens from the Swede Gulch Formation west of Nahant,
Black Hills, South Dakota.
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i . Micaceous quartzite
of Unit III (S-l-1) in
which S. is not folded
and axial plane cleav
age is not noted.
is paralleled by elon
gate quartz and a weak
ly developed shear zone
is marked by graphite
inclusions in quartz.

k. Micaceous quartzite
of Unit III (S-17-1)
pierced by a quartz
vein consisting of
granoblastic quartz.

j. Micaceous quartzite
of Unit III (S-l-2) in
which elongate quartz
parallel to S. is much
less evident than that
in Fig. 10c, making S.
less noticeable.

1. Same view as that of
Fig. 10k in crossed nicols.

Figure 10 (cont.). Photomicrographs of oriented speci
mens from the Swede Gulch Formation west of Nahant,
Black Hills, South Dakota.
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Samples R-l (Fig. 41) and R-37 represent upper por
tions of unit I.

R-l is a graphitic phyllite with quartz,

muscovite, chlorite, and minor amounts of limonite, biotite,
and tourmaline.

All minerals parallel S^, and tourmaline

also parallels S2 .

Quartz occurs as polygonized lenses

and layers elongated parallel to S^.
R-37 is a graphitic muscovite-quartz phyllite with
limonite and minor chlorite, tourmaline, and pyrite.
Graphite and chlorite both parallel S^, whereas the other
minerals are concentrated parallel to S^.

Quartz occurs

as part of the matrix and as polygonized layers with
1

chlorite at polygon boundaries.
Unit II
Samples R-41, R-84, and S-49 are representative of
the phyllite and interbedded metagraywacke (Fig. 4e, j,
m) which comprise this unit.

R-41 (Fig. 4i) is a mica

ceous quartz phyllite with graphite, chlorite, limonite
pseudomorphs of pyrite, and biotite (Fig. lOe).

Graphite

and limonite parallel S2 , whereas graphite, tourmaline,
and muscovite parallel Sg.

Other minerals parallel S1

as does elongated quartz, which is polygonized with
chlorite and yellow mica at pglygon boundaries.
R-84 is a quartz-muscovite phyllite with minor tour
maline, pyrite, limonite, graphite, and chlorite.

All min

erals are preferentially oriented parallel to S^ except
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iron oxides and pyrite, which parallel all foliations (Fig.
10c, d).

Some randomly oriented post-tectonic muscovite

is present, whereas other muscovite filling rhomboid shaped
holes in thin section may represent altered andalusite.
Quartz occurs as polygonized pods with undulose extinction
as well as forming part of the matrix.
r

o>

Sample S-49, typical of the upper part of Unit II, is
a quartz-chlorite phyllite with muscovite, minor tourmaline,
biotite, graphite, iron oxide, feldspar, and possibly epidote.

Iron oxide and chlorite parallel S^.

Quartz-chlorite

pods with wavy inclusions of graphite which are indicative
of folding or rotation about southeast plunging axes, may
represent either alter.ed pre-tectonic rock fragments fold
ed prior to deposition of the Swede Gulch Formation, al
tered syntectonic rotated garnet, or post-tectonic helicitic crystals nucleated on folds and then replaced by
quartz and chlorite (Spry, 1969, p. 253, 257, 258).
Quartz, limonite, and mica parallel S^, whereas some
chlorite parallels S2 and other chlorite has no preferred
orientation.

Quartz occurs as matrix and as pods which are

non-polygonized and have undulose extinction.

Layered

quartz represents original layers of quartzite.
Unit III

'

This unit is composed of coarse and medium metagraywacke with interbedded phyllite (Fig. 4f, k, n ) , and
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is represented by S-58, S-82, R-12, S-55, S-17, and S-l.
Sample S-58 was collected from the lowest portion of Unit
III.

It is a micaceous quartzite composed of fine quartz,

hematite, and chlorite.

Minor amounts of tourmaline, bio

tite, and graphite are present.

S^ is paralleled by tour

maline, muscovite, biotite, and hematite, whereas muscovite
and chlorite parallel S2 .

Some chlorite has no preferred

orientation and occurs in all orientations cutting all
foliations, similar to the pattern shown by chloritoid
in R-12.

This fact and the presence of yellow chlorite

and quartz, which possibly represent a basal section of
altered chloritoid, indicate that much of the unoriented
chlorite may result from chloritoid alteration.
Sample S-82 is micaceous quartzite (granule conglom
erate) with 2.5 mm. to 0.1 mm. particles (Fig. lOg, h) .
Chlorite, muscovite, graphite, and iron oxide are present,
along with minor amounts of epidote, biotite, tourmaline,
and untwinned feldspar.

Mortar texture is shown in quartz

grains whose borders are defined by shear zones conjugate
with S2 .

Large single grains have undulose extinction

(Fig. lOh) and polygonized grains have sutured polygonal
boundaries,(Fig. lOg).

In some cases, small grains

showing original boundaries appear to have coalesced to
form large mosaic grains.

Graphite inclusions parallel

shear zones in large single quartz grains (Fig. lOg).
Sample R-12 is significant in that it has mineralogy
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indicative of unusual chemistry.

The specimen is mica

ceous chlorite-quartz phyllite with muscovite, minor
tourmaline, graphite, iron oxides, pyrite, and randomly
oriented chloritoid.

Association)of chloritoid with

muscovite may indicate that chloritoid is an alteration
product of cordierite or staurolite.

Two miles west of

Nahant in the same area where S-58 was collected, Roberts
and Rapp (1965) found ottrelite, a manganese-rich variety
of chloritoid in which manganese has replaced iron.

R-12

was collected approximately two miles south of this location.
A high Mn/Fe ratio, if widespread in rocks of the area,
could account for garnet occurring under conditions of
chlorite grade metamorphism because Turner and Verhoogan
(1960) note that spessartite garnet (Mn-rich) may be
formed under conditions of low grade metamorphism.
Hematite, elongate quartz, muscovite, and sparse
biotite all parallel S^, whereas graphite, chlorite, and
muscovite parallel S^.
parallel to S2 .

No significant growth was noted

Randomly oriented grains other than ot

trelite include sericitized grains interpreted to be al
tered andalusite on the basis of their rhomboid shape in
thin section.

Yellow chlorite associated with iron stain,

green chlorite, and quartz has^.apparent development of two
cleavages at 90°.

This probably represents altered

chloritoid unless cleavage has been misinterpreted and
the grain is altered staurolite.

Quartz occurs as matrix
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and as composite large grains with inclusions of chlorite,
muscovite, and graphite.
S-55 is a muscovite-quartz phyllite with chlorite,
graphite, iron oxide, and minor biotite, epidote, plagioclase, and untwinned feldspar.

Figure lOf shows quartz;-

pods interspersed within phyllite and elongated parallel
to S^.

The degree of polygonization within grains in

creases in more quartzose portions of the sample.
Sample S-17 is a micaceous, yery coarse quartzite
containing muscovite, chlorite, tourmaline, iron oxide,
and minor amounts of orthoclase, graphite, plagioclase,
and possible epidote.

Conjugate shear zones again define

quartz boundaries and .elongated, large, mortar textured
grains are wrapped by mica (Fig. 10k ?1).
Sample S^, a micaceous, coarse quartzite, contains
graphite, iron oxide, plagioclase, untwinned feldspar,
tourmaline, chlorite, muscovite, and minor amounts of
chert, epidote, and biotite.

Chlorite is weakly oriented

parallel to S2 , and quartz displays mortar texture with
chlorite and muscovite associated with granulated por
tions (Fig. lOi, j).
Unit IV
The medium metagraywacke with minor interbedded phyl
lite exists for the most part east of the study area.

The

upper medium metagraywacke was not sampled; however, sample
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S-12 was collected at the northeast margin of the study
area and represents the lower part of Unit IV.

The rock

is a chlorite-quartz phyllite with muscovite, tourmaline,
graphite, and some iron oxide.

Slaty cleavage is strong

ly developed with very thin folia.

Mica is wrapped a-

round elongated quartz pods which are polygonized at each
end.

Quartz generally has non-undulose extinction, and,

like all minerals present, parallels both

and S^, which

are almost identically oriented.
Summary and Interpretation of Stratigraphy and Metamorphism
Bayley (1972, p. A 8 ) describes the uppermost por
tions of the Swede Gul.ch Formation as "graywacke grit
(turbidites) which shows graded beds."

The coarse and

medium metagraywacke of this report is interbedded with
phyllite and with metamorphosed chert, quartzarenite,
and sublitharenite.

This rock association is interpreted

on the basis of graded bedding to be the result of tur
bidity current deposition.

Bayley refers to this asso

ciation when he notes that rocks of the Rochford area
may be characterized as eugeosynclinal.
The study area contains bedded chert as well as
metamorphosed equivalents of graywacke and shale de
posited in a sub-aqueous environment.
Rock fragments, other than quartzite fragments or
metamorphosed chert, are scarce within the metamorphosed
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clastic rocksj so it is likely that rock fragments were
either not present in the original sediments, or that they
were recrystallized during metamorphism.

Considering the

prevalence of quartz-chlorite pods, the latter interpre
tation is most likely.

Therefore, a sub-aqueous eugeo-

synclinal environment of deposition with an active high
land source area is entirely consistent with present min
eralogy and preserved sedimentary structures.
Minerals developed in post depositional phases in
clude chlorite, muscovite, epidote (?), ottrelite, un
rotated spessartite garnet, graphite, iron oxide, tour
maline, and quartz.

Tentative identifications of al

tered andalusite, chloritoid, and cordierite (?), are
indicative of preliminary medium grade metamorphism, as
is tentative identification of altered rotated garnet.
However, if these identifications are in error, quartz,
muscovite, chlorite, graphite, and pyrite (now altered';:
to iron oxide) interpreted here to be products of retro
grade metamorphism of medium grade minerals may result
from low grade metamorphism syntectonic with both fold
generations.
Post-tectonic crystallization of chlorite, tourmaline,
ottrelite, and muscovite prob§bly resulted from prolonga
tion of elevated pressure and heat after high stress re
lated to deformation diminished.

Garnet is also con

sidered to be post-tectonic because no rotational or
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snowball textures were found in garnet examined in numer
ous thin sections made from samples collected in the Rochford district by McGehee (McGehee and Bayley, 1969).

Due

to poor development, epidote can not be definitely asso
ciated with either syntectonic or post-tectonic meta
morphism.
Abundant development of syntectonic quartz, chlorite,
muscovite, graphite, and pyrite attests to a late, low
grade of metamorphism.

This followed the previously

mentioned middle or low grade preliminary metamorphism
and was in turn succeeded by post-tectonic crystallization
of chloritoid (ottrelite), tourmaline, muscovite

and

chlorite under conditions of low grade -metamorphism.
Alteration of ottrelite and garnet to quartz, muscovite,
and chlorite probably occurred in the final stages of
metamorphism.
Data from quartz axis orientations indicate that
metamorphism occurred syntectonic with development of both
fold generations.

However, concentrations of quartz axes

in girdles perpendicular to fold system A are greater than
those perpendicular to fold system B, indicating more
intense recrystallization during development of the
first generation folds.

It therefore appears that early

medium grade metamorphism syntectonic with deformation
related to fold system A, resulted in crystallization of
medium grade minerals which were later altered to quartz
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and to muscovite, chlorite, iron oxide, and graphite found
paralleling S2 .

Alternatively, the early metamorphism may

have been of lower grade and may have been involved di
rectly in the formation of the above low grade minerals.
Slight recrystallization of muscovite, chlorite,
quartz, pyrite, graphite, and tourmaline is syntectonic
with development of fold system B.

Metamorphism asso

ciated with this cross-folding is interpreted to be very
low in grade on the basis of the described mineralogy.
Early metamorphism of medium grade would necessitate
significant retrograde metamorphism syntectonic with and
post-tectonic to development of fold system B to account
for present mineralogy.
In addition to previously mentioned alteration of
ottrelite and garnet to quartz,.muscovite, and chlorite,
abundant quartz veins found throughout the study area are
here considered to be associated with the waning stages
of the last phase of metamorphism.

Post-tectonic synge-

netic or hydrothermal mineralization within the various
rock types formed veins parallel to

, S2 , and

folia

tions and to various fracture and joint planes through
out the area (Fig. 4n, o).

The veins do not penetrate

the Cambrian Deadwood formation, so it is likely that they
are of Precambrian age.
Three minor problems exist in accounting for genesis
of present mineralogy.

Garnet exhibits a non-random
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distribution, tourmaline appears in both random and pre
ferred orientations, and many quartz-chlorite pods of
controversial origin are evident in thin section.
Spessartite garnet, characteristic of chlorite grade
metamorphism, is most abundantly concentrated in the upper
Flag Rock Group and the Poverty Gulch Slate (compare Fig.
2 with Fig. 11).

Absence of necessary ions may preclude

development elsewhere if rocks lack proper chemistry for
garnet crystallization.

Therefore, absence of garnet in

the study area probably is chemically controlled, and
the prevalence of silica in the Swede Gulch Formation
may be a control comparable to that operative in garnetpoor units underlying jupper Rochford Group rocks in the
Rochford district.
Scattered, large, granoblastic quartz-chlorite pods
containing graphite inclusions describing either folding
or rotational structure were mentioned with respect to
S-49-2.

These pods may be altered syntectonic rotated

garnets, altered post-tectonic crystals which incorpo
rated previously existing folds, or altered pre-tectonic
rock fragments with relic folds.

If they represent al

tered garnet, their association with chlorite and the
presence of nearby manganese rich chloritoid may indicate
that spessartite garnet was crystallized during develop
ment of southeast plunging fold system B.

However, it is

unlikely that the pods represent garnet, because no
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Figure 11. Distribution of garnet in the Nahant and
Rochford areas, Black Hills, South Dakota.
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microscopic or mesoscopic evidence for garnet was observed
in the area where the sample containing the pods (S-49) was
found.

Similarly, altered post-tectonic crystals which

incorporate earlier folded s-surfaces should be more in
evidence in the study area if the pods are to be described
as helicitic.

Although evidences of continuation of the

incorporated s-surfaces outside the pods should be found,
they are absent.

The pods are therefore interpreted as

altered rock fragments with relic folding, and similar
fragments should be found in thin sections of other sam
ples.

Even though folded lines of graphite inclusions are

lacking elsewhere, abundant evidence of recrystallization
of rock or mineral fragments containing more than just
silicon and oxygen exists.

Numerous quartz pods with

associated muscovite, chlorite, and iron oxide are
probably recrystallized rock fragments, and the previously
discussed quartz-chlorite pods represent recrystallized,
folded rock fragments.
Tourmaline is most abundant within quartzose rocks
and commonly parallels S^.

Minor amounts of tourmaline

parallel S^, and the remainder has random orientation.
Green and blue tourmaline occurs either parallel to
or S_ or in random orientation., and brown tourmaline
3
*
developed parallel to
rim.

infrequently shows a green-blue

^
It is postulated that most tourmaline is of sedi-
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mentary origin.

Some recrystallized syntectonic with

fold system A, and the remainder resulted from posttectonic crystallization.

No consistent correlation be

tween tourmaline color and fabric elements was noted.
Interpretation of grade of metamorphism is compli
cated by the effects of retrograde metamorphism.

Previous

mention has been made of tentative identifications of
altered andalusite, chloritoid, and cordierite (?).

It

is thought that these minerals were crystallized during
the first phase of metamorphism and have since been al
tered to quartz, chlorite, muscovite, iron oxide, and
chloritoid.

Abundant grunerite outside the study area

apparently was crystallized during this phase of meta
morphism.

Based upon mineralogy, the first phase of

metamorphism is interpreted as uppermost Greenschist or
lowermost Cordierite-amphibolite facies (Winkler, 1967,
p. 91).

However, Cordierite-amphibolite is the name

given for lowermost Amphibolite facies in the Abukumatype facies series.

It is proposed, on the basis of

mineral associations, that pressures during the first
phase of metamorphism were intermediate between Abukuma-type and Barrovian-type facies series (Winkler,
1967, p. 128) or comparable to^ the northern New Hamp
shire facies series.

The second phase of metamorphism

is interpreted as the lowest Greienschist facies due
to the abundance of spessartite, ottrelite, chlorite,
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muscovite, and quartz.

*
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TECTONIC AND METAMORPHIC HISTORY
Following deposition of the "Lead System" and in
trusion by gabbro and intermediate porphyry described in
Bayley (1972), the Rochford area was subjected to syn
tectonic metamorphism (possibly amphibolite grade) and
development of isoclinal folds of system A.

Present evi

dences of this metamorphic event are scarce, being pri
marily limited to grains of quartz, chlorite, and musco
vite which'appear to replace previously existing andalusite, cordierite, and chloritoid.

Grunerite in

the Rochford area may have developed at this time from
either hydrothermal mineralization (Harder, 1934) or
from metamorphism of previously existing iron carbonate
(Rye, 1974).
Well developed slip folding associated with slaty
and strain-slip cleavage characterized isoclinal folding,
and shear zones conjugate with axial plane cleavage con
trolled development of mortar texture in quartzose rocks.
Graphite inclusions in quartz formed parallel to shear
zones, whereas graphite associated with pyrite recrystal
lized parallel to axial planes of folds.
The first phase of metamorphism and associated min
eralization and deformation was succeeded by retrograde
metamorphism of greenschist grade which was syntectonic
with development of southeast plunging fold system B.
78
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The time interval between phases is not known.
Muscovite, chlorite, pyrite, and graphite all under
went minor recrystallization during this second phase.
Quartz axes recrystallized oriented in girdles perpen
dicular, to fold system B axes.

These girdles are not

quite as well developed as those perpendicular to fold
system A axes, indicating some recrystallization in
the second phase and stronger recrystallization in the
first phase.

Prominent macroscopic folding related to

the second event was accompanied by scarce mesoscopic
folding and weakly developed microscopic folding.

Strain-

slip cleavage resulted in some folding of bedding, but
little in the way of reorientation of mineral grains.
Shear zones conjugate with axial planes of folds devel
oped in quartzose rocks similarly to those associated with
fold system A.
After cessation of deformation related to fold system
B, continuation of elevated heat and pressure conditions
allowed crystallization of post-tectonic chloritoid, tour
maline, spessartite-garnet, and minor chlorite and musco
vite.

Development of chloritoid, garnet,and tourmaline

was related to lithology and chemistry of the host rock.
Tourmaline and chloritoid formed in quartz- rich meta
graywacke whereas garnet developed in phyllite and slate
of the Flag Rock Group and the Poverty Gulch Slate.
All three assumed random orientations typical of post-
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tectonic crystals, and garnet did not form snowball or
rotational textures present in syntectonic crystals.
Alteration of previously existing amphibolite grade
minerals probably occurred syntectonic with and posttectonic to the development of fold system B.

Chlori

toid, andalusite, and possibly cordierite were altered
to combinations of quartz, iron oxides, muscovite, chlo
rite, chloritoid, and possibly garnet.

In addition,

garnet and chloritoid were partially altered to
quartz, iron oxide, muscovite, and chlorite, probably
in the latter stages of post-tectonic retrograde meta
morphism.
Quartz veins paralleling fractures, joints, shear
zones, and foliation surfaces were also produced in the
waning stages of this final phase of metamorphism.

Pre

sumably, the veins were injected during the Precambrian
because they do not penetrate the Cambrian Deadwood
Formation, and vein quartz fragments occur in the Deadwood
basal conglomerate (Fig. 4b).

*

a
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REGIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
Nearby areas which have been mapped in some detail
and for which tectonic and metamorphic history has been
interpreted include the Rochford district, the GalenaRoubaix area, the Lead area, Nemo, Hill City, and Little
Elk Creek.

In Rochford, Bayley (1972) did not clearly

associate garnet grade metamorphism with either develop
ment of isoclinal folds or development of crossfolds.
Within the Galena-Roubaix district, Bayley (1970b)
discussed a regional metamorphic event of garnet grade
increasing in grade to the northeast.

He related this

event to development qf northwest trending crossfolds
caused by right lateral shear which deform original
northeast trending isoclinal folds.

These crossfolds

are here interpreted to correspond to southeast plunging
folds in the study area.
The Lead area was interpreted by Noble and others
(1948, 1949) to have been affected by a period of bio
tite through staurolite grade metamorphism which increased
in grade to the northeast.

They consider this event syn

tectonic with isoclinal folding and due to an intrusion
northeast of Lead which may be related to the development
of the Harney Peak Granite and Pegmatite.

Later cross

folding at small angles to isoclinal fold axes is con
sidered by them to be either Tertiary or Precambrian.
81
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Chinn (1969) restudied the Homestake mine and concluded
that amphibolite grade metamorphism began in the late
stages of isoclinal folding and continued through devel
opment of crossfolds, ceasing after cessation of asso
ciated mineralization.

Either mineralization or meta

morphism was radiometrically dated as 1.27 B.Y.B.P., and
later mineralization is Tertiary.

A third fold set

with strain-slip cleavage was also noted.
Hill City tectonic and metamorphic relationships were
considered by Ratte and Wayland (1969) to be similar to
those described by Redden (1963, 1968) in the southern
Black Hills.

They postulated development of first formed

northwest trending folds related to regional sub-staurolite grade metamorphism.

Later northeast trending cross

folds were related to sillimanite-garnet grade metamor
phism which decreased in grade to the northwest and was
related to development of Harney Peak Granite and Peg
matite.
Near Nemo, Bayley (1970a) mapped the Estes Creek area
and postulated that northwest trending isoclinal folds
refolded as a result of movement along northwest-southeast
trending shear zones which were right lateral to the west
of his study area and left lateral to the east.
Zartman and Stern (1967) interpreted structure of the
Little Elk Creek area to be a result of deformation of two
nonsynchronous events.

They noted that middle grade
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metamorphism related to the Harney Peak event and doming
of an area to the northeast of Little Elk Creek was pro
bably syntectonic with cataclastic deformation 1.7 B.Y.B.P.
They further propose that widespread cataclasis related to
shearing occurred possibly 1.1 to 1.0 B.Y.B.P.
With the exception of the Hill City area and other
areas of the southern Black Hills, the above discussion
of tectonism and metamorphism of the northern Black Hills
may be summarized as presented in the following para
graph.
Isoclinal folding, now of variable orientation, devel
oped during regional metamorphism (increasing in grade to
the southeast) related to development of Harney Peak Gran
ite and Pegmatite (1.7 B.Y.B.P.).

A second deformation

possibly simultaneous with development of a dome north
of Nemo created crossfolds of northwest-southeast trend
possibly as a result of shear in which presently exposed
portions of the northern Black Hills were transported north
ward with respect to an eastern buttress in the Nemo area
(Bayley, 1970a).

This shear event was associated with

a second phase of metamorphism during which syntectonic
and post-tectonic mineralization and retrograde metamor
phism (increasing in grade to the northeast) produced the
present mineralogy.

Slight recrystallization (1.1 B.Y.B.P.)

associated with cataclasis followed the second tectonic
and metamorphic events in the Little Elk Creek area.
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Tectonic and metamorphic history within the study
area is essentially similar to that described in the preceeding paragraph.

It is reasonable to assume that the

events were regional in extent and that each area within
the northern Black Hills has been subjected to the same
basic sequence and type of orogeny and metamorphism.
The sequence of events in the northern Black H^lls
as described above differs significantly from the sequence
in the southern Black Hills where northeast trending
crossfolds associated with the Harney Peak event are con
sidered to be the second deformational event.

The reasons

for this apparent reversal are not here understood, but
may be related to the.possibility that first formed folds
which preceed 1.7 B.Y.B.P. may be contemporaneous with
folds developed before deposition of the "Lead System" in
Nemo as described by Bayley (1970a).

*
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SUMMARY OF GEOLOGIC HISTORY
Rocks of the "Lead System" are the oldest exposed in
the Rochford area.

Relationships in the Little Elk Creek

area indicate that sedimentation of the basal "Lead System"
began sometime after 2.5 B.Y.B.P., following deposition
and deformation of the underlying "Nemo and Estes Systems."
Bayley (1972) described stratigraphy in the Rochford
area and correlated mapped units (McGehee and Bayley, 1969)
with those mapped by Noble and Harder (1948) in the Lead
area.

As Table 1 illustrates, the sequence of lithologies

is indicative of eugeosynclinal sedimentation.

Within the

study area, only the Ppverty Gulch Slate and the Swede
Gulch Formation are present.
Analysis of macroscopic, mesoscopic, and micro
scopic fabric as well as mineralogy reveals that follow
ing deposition, a sequence of chert, shale, graywacke,
sublitharenite, and quartzarenite was folded, sheared,
and metamorphosed.
The first metamorphic phase was associated with the
Harney Peak event (1.7 B.Y.B.P.) and caused crystalliza
tion of medium grade minerals within the map area.

This

event was syntectonic with slip-folding which created
variably trending isoclinal folds, and with shearing
which created mortar texture in quartz grains.
Southeast trending crossfolds with strain-slip
85
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cleavage developed syntectonic with low grade metamorphism which recrystallized quartz, chlorite, pyrite,
graphite, and muscovite.

Shear again created mortar

texture in quartzose rocks not strongly folded.

Re

gionally, crossfold development may have been asso
ciated with northwest trending shear zones developed
by stress synchronous with development of a dome north
of Nemo.

Winkler (1967) indicated that "thermal domes"

of northern Michigan are related to specific tectonic and
metamorphic events.

It is postulated here that Harney

Peak dome, Bear Mountain dome, and the dome north of
Nemo are comparable to the "thermal domes" found in
Michigan.

In both cases, areal spacing of the domes is

similar, fold system axes tend to parallel dome margins,
and metamorphic grade decreases away from the domes.
Time relationships between the development of these domes
are not certain although Ratte and Wayland (1969) note
that Bear Mountain dome and Harney Peak dome may have
been synchronous.

As indicated previously, it is here

proposed that folding related to Harney Peak dome pre
ceded folding associated with the dome north of Nemo.
Post-tectonic retrograde metamorphism followed
development of southeast trending crossfolds and resulted
in crystallization of spessartite, chloritoid, tourmaline,
muscovite, and chlorite.

Pre-existing medium grade min

erals continued to be altered to quartz, chlorite,
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muscovite, and iron oxide.

The closing phases of this

event may have resulted in the development of ubiqui
tous quartz veins as a result of post-tectonic hydrothermal or syngenetic mineralization (Rye, 1974).

These

veins cut folds but not the Cambrian Deadwood Formation
and are therefore considered to be post-folding and
Precambrian.
Phanerozoic rocks have been almost completely removed
by erosion in the study area.

Remnants include Upper

Cambrian basal quartz conglomerate of the Deadwood Forma
tion referred to above.

A sedimentary breccia of un

known age (? Tertiary) found in outcrops in valleys
may represent erosion products derived during uplift
of the Black hills.

Evidence from elsewhere in the

Black Hills indicates that the uplift occurred in the
early Tertiary (Laramide) and was associated with slight
folding, porphyry intrusions, and renewed mineralization.
The present topography has been created by post-Laramide
erosion coupled with late Cenozoic epeirogeny.
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APPENDIX 1.

DESCRIPTION OF THIN SECTIONS
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Nahant, South Dakota
s_i
Thin Section Description
fs-z
i2w»nM

Sample #R-1-1 (Fig. 41)

Rock Name: Graphitic phyllite (Unit I)

Location: NW^ NE%, sec. 12
(Subarea A)

Orientation: Perpendicular
to axis of fold system
A.

S.

N.26°E., 74° SE.

Fold System A
S.,

37°, N.37°E.

Well developed slip folding.

N.37°E., 7 1 ° -NW.

Well developed strain-slip
cleavage.

Fold System B
S„
lerals
Graphite
Biotite
Quartz
Tourmaline
Limonite
Hematite
Biotite
Muscovite
Chlorite

Color
opaque
green
clear
green
yellow
red
brown
clear
green

%
20

5
. 40
1

tr
9
tr
20

5

Descriptions
parallels S^ and
parallels S^
parallels S^
parallels
parallels
and
parallels S. and
parallels
parallels

Comments -Quartz occurs predominantly as lenses, layers,
and as matrix. Elongate grains are polygonized
to 0 . 1 mm.
-Mica parallelism to S£ appears to result from
rotation.
-Limonite is associated with mica.
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Nahant, South Dakota
Thin Section Description
I gmrn.i

Sample #R-41-1 (Fig. 4i, lOe)
Location: SW^ SW^, sec. 7
(Subarea A)
S1

Rock Name: Micaceous
quartz phyllite (Unit
II)
Orientation: Perpendicular
to axis of fold system
a.

N.28 E ., 73 SE.

Fold System A
S,

30°, N.60°E.

Well developed slip folds.

N.61°E., 81°NW.

Slightly developed slip folds

Fold System B
N. ? W., 20 SW.
Minerals
Tourmaline
Limonite
Pyrite
Muscovite
Quartz
Graphite
Chlorite
Hematite

Fair strain-slip cleavage.

Color
green
yel.’-br.,
opaque
clear
clear
opaque
yel.-gr.
red-br.

Poor strain-slip cleavage.

%

Descriptions

3
20

parallels S1 and S 2

2

29
28
14
1

parallels S1
pods parallel S^, also as
matrix
parallels S. and S2
parallels S

3

Comments -Iron oxides fill square holes (altered pyrite).
-Quartz pods are polygonized with green and yel
low chlorite at edges.
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Nahant, South Dakota
Thin Section Description
Rock Name: Micaceous
quartz phyllite (Unit
II)
Orientation: Parallel to
axial plane of fold
system A.

Sample #R-41-2
Location: SW% SW%, sec. 7
(Subarea A)
51

N.28°E., 7 3°SE.
30°, N.60°E.

Well developed slip folds.

N.61°E., 81°NW.

Fair strain-slip cleavage.

Fold System A
52

Fold System B
S_
J

Slightly developed slip folds.

-------

N.20°-45°W.,
20 SW.

Minerals
Pyrite
Graphite
Limonite
Tourmaline
Quartz
Chlorite
Muscovite
Biotite

Poor strain-slip cleavage.

Color
%
1
opaque
opaque " 18
yel.-br. 25
green
2
clear
20

Descriptions
associated with limonite
parallels S^ and S 3
parallels S. and S 3
parallels.S^
elongated grains parallel

green
clear
green

parallels S^
parallels S.
parallels S^

S 1

12
8
8

Comments -Some tourmaline and muscovite have random
orientation.
-Quartz occurs in polygonized pods with asso
ciated chlorite.
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Nahant, South Dakota
— 5-2
Thin Section Description

m
igmwvl

Sample #R-84-l (Fig. 10c)

Rock Name: Quartz musco
vite phyllite (Unit II)

Location: NE% SE%, sec. 12
(Subarea A)

Orientation: Perpendicular
to axis of fold system
A.

N. ?°E.,
Fold System A
S-

?°SE.

35°, N.62°E.

N.35°E,

6 8

°NW.

Strong strain-slip cleavage.
Well developed slip folding.

Fold System B
N. ?°W., 40°SW.

S3.
Minerals
Quartz

Well developed slip folding.

Color
clear

Fair strain-slip cleavage.

%
40

Muscovite
Tourmaline
Graphite
Chlorite
Pyrite
Limonite

clear
19
green
10
opaque
10
green
6
opaque
5
yel.-br. 8

Hematite

red-br.

2

Descriptions
parallels S.; elongate
pods and matrix
parallels S^
parallels S^
parallels.SJ.1
parallels S2
parallels S2: some replaces
pyrite
parallels S2

Comments -Very strong shear surfaces parallel S2»
-Quartz pods are single grains with unaulose
extinction or are polygonized.
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Nahant, South Dakota.
E

M

M

Thin Section Description

S -f
i2 rn m i

Sample #R-84-2 (Fig. lOd)

Rock Name: Quartz musco
vite phyllite (Unit II)

Location: NE% SE%, sec. 12
(Subarea A)

Orientation: Parallel to
axial plane of fold
system A.

S„

N. ?°E., ?°SE.

Fold System A
S_

35°, N.62°E

N.35°E.,

6 8

Well developed slip-folding.

°NW.

Strong strain-slip cleavage.

Fold-System B

Well developed slip folding.

N. ?°W., 40°SW.
Minerals
Quartz
Muscovite
Tourmaline
Pyrite
Limonite
Graphite
Hematite
Chlorite

Fair strain-slip cleavage.

%

Color
clear
clear
green
opaque

20
30
10
15

brownr
opaque
opaque
green

8
5
2
10

Descriptions
veins parallel S.
randomly orientea
sub-parallel to S.^
parallels fractures,
and S^

*3'

parallels S^ and S^
parallels S.

Comments -Quartz veins contain graphite blebs arranged in
a linear fashign. Lineation appears to be ap
proximately 45 from S^, possibly indicative of
a shear zone.
-Muscovite is post-tectonic. Some fills elongate
or rhomboid shaped holes in a polygonized fashion.
Rhomboid shape may indicate that andalusite or
cordierite was replaced by mica.
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Nahant, South Dakota
Thin Section Description

Rock Name: .Quartz musco
vite phyllite (Unit
I)
Orientation: Perpendicular
to fold system A.

Sample #R-109- 1
Location: SW% NWJj, sec.
(Subarea A)

12mm.i

12

1

Fold System A

Well developed slip folding.

35°, N.20°E.

N. 20°E., 73°NW.

S2

Well developed strain-slip
cleavage.

Fold System B
N. ?°W.,

S3
Minerals
Biotite
Quartz

Hematite
Limonite
Muscovite
Graphite
Pyrite
Tourmaline
Chlorite
Magnetite

7°SW.

Color
%
2
yel.-br.
clear
. 25
red-br.
yel.-br.
clear
opaque
opaque
green
green
opaque

5
20

30
10

5
tr
3
tr

Descriptions
some up to 3mm.; layers
parallel S.,
parallels S 1 and S?
parallels S^
parallels S^
parallels S.
parallels SJ.1 and Sb7

Comments -Chlorite and mica are found as inclusions in
quartz near grain boundaries.
-Layered quartz is granoblastic with boundaries
which meet in triple points.
-Quartz has undulose extinction in elongate
grains wrapped by mica.
-Some elongate grains are composite and have
aligned graphite blebs which may follow shear
zones or may represent,, helicitic texture in
which relict S^ has been rotated about fold
System A axes.
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Nahant, South Dakota
Thin Section Description
Sample #R-109-2

Rock Name: Micaceous
quartzite (Unit I)

Location: SWij NWJj, sec. 12
(Subarea A)

Orientation: Parallel to
axial plane of fold
system A.

Fold System A

35°, N.30°E.

N.20°E., 73°NW.

Well developed slip-folding.
Well developed strain-slip
cleavage.

Fold System B
S„

N. ?°W., ?°SW.

Minerals
Color
Tourmaline
Muscovite clear
.
Biotite
brown
Chlorite
green
Hematite
Pyrite
Limonite
Graphite
Quartz

%
tr
20
5
tr
2
3
20
10
40

Descriptions
parallels S1 and S 3
parallels S^ and S^
parallels S^
parallels S^
elongate grains and veins,
parallel S^

Comments -Quartz occurs in large grains with undulose
extinction (7, 2 3/4), with graphite inclusions,
and evidence of old grain boundaries.
-Chlorite, yellow mica, and quartz fill rhomboid
shaped holes with limonite outlining the holes
(altered cordierite or andalusite?).
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Nahant, South Dakota
Thin Section Description
Sample #R-12-1
Location: SW% SW%, sec.
(Subarea B)
N.35°W.
Fold System A
S2

30

N.17°E

Fold System B

26

6

31°NE,
N.26 E.

Well developed slip folding.

75°NW.

Well developed strain-slip
cleavage.
Poor slip folding.

S.50°E.

-------

lerals
Ottrelite
Chlorite
Limonite
Hematite
Graphite
Chlorite
Biotite
Quartz
Muscovite
Pyrite

Rock Name: Micaceous
chlorite quartz phyllite (Unit III)
Orientation: Perpendicular
to axis of fold system
A.

Color
%
clear,
gray-blue 2
tr
yellow
yellow2
brown
red-brown 1
opaque
1
27
yellow
. br., gr.
4
clear
38
clear
22
opaque
3

Very weak strain-slip cleav
age.
Descriptions
randomly oriented (3,2%)
alteration of chloritoid,
(4%,1 )
parallels
parallels
parallels
parallels
parallels
parallels
scattered

S.
S^ and S2
S^ and S2
S^
S.
and S2

Comments -Quartz occurs as few large, composite grains
(some are elongate) and as matrix.
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Nahant, South Dakota
Thin Section Description
Rock Name: Micaceous chlor
ite quartz phyllite
(Unit III)
Orientation: Parallel to
axial plane of fold
system A.

Sample #R-12-2
Location: SW% S W V sec.
(Subarea B)
S„

6

N.'35°W. , 31°NE.

Fold System A

N.26 E.
30
,o.
o^
N.17 E., 75 NW.

Well developed slip folding,

Fold System B

Well developed strain-slip
cleavage.
Poor slip folding.

S„

26

S.50 E

------

Very weak strain-slip cleavage

lerals
Tourmaline
Chlorite
Muscovite
Ottrelite
Sericite

Color
%
green
tr
green
45
clear
7
blue-gray 1
white
tr

Quartz
Biotite
Hematite
Graphite
Limonite
Pyrite

clear
yel.-br.
red-br.
opaque
yel.-br.
opaque

20

7

Descriptions
parallels
parallels
randomly oriented
alteration of andalusite
(4ig,6 )
matrix and some lg. grains
parallels S~

1
10

5
4

parallels S-J

Comments -Chloritoid is surrounded by fine quartz and con
tains quartz inclusions, possibly indicative of
alteration from staurolite or cordierite. It al
ters to muscovite and iron oxide.
-Inclusions of fine graphite with chlorite and
muscovite form lineations in elongated quartz
grains.
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Nahant, South Dakota
Thin Section Description
Sample #R-32-l

Rock Name: Graphitic chlo
rite phyllite (Poverty
Gulch Slate?)
Orientation: Perpendicular
to axis of fold system
A.

Location: SW% SEJj, sec. 7
(Subarea B)
S1

ig in m i

N.20°E., 75°SE.

Fold System A
S~

24°, N.27°E,

Poor slip folding.

N.60°E., 69°NW.

Weak strain-slip cleavage.

Fold System B
S.

--------

%

Color
clear
yel.-gr.
opaque
yel.-br.

27
27
23
3

Muscovite
Tourmaline

clear
brown

10
5

Tourmaline

green

Minerals
Quartz
Chlorite
Graphite
Limonite

Descriptions
matrix and in layers
parallels S.
parallels S^
in fractures and paral
lel to S^
parallels S^
parallels S. and randomly
oriented
parallels S. and randomly
oriented

Comments -Quartz is in thin polygonized layers.
-Whorl of quartz, muscovite, and chlorite (2, 3%)
in S^ may be indicative of rotation about north
east plunging axis (altered rotated garnet?).
-Green tourmaline hexagonal section occurs at
(2,4)
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Nahant, South Dakota •
O- J'T
Thin Section Description
iZnntry

Rock Name: Graphite chlo
rite phyllite (Poverty
Gulch Slate?)
Orientation: Parallel to
axial plane of fold
system A.

Sample #R-32-2
Location: SW% SE%, sec. 7
(Subarea B)
S,

N,.20°E. , 75°SE.

Fold System A
S2

24°, N.27°E., Poor slip folding.

N.60°E., 69°NW.

Weak strain-slip cleavage.

Fold System B
S„

-----

Minerals
Tourmaline
Tourmaline
Chlorite
Muscovite
Graphite
Limonite
Quartz

Color
brown
green
green
clear
opaque
yel.-red
clear

S-3

%
5
1

28
18
28
5
15

Descriptions
randomly oriented
parallels S^
parallels S^ and Sg
parallels S^
pods parallel S^

Comments -Quartz pods are wrapped by S1 and display undulose extinction or polygonization.
-Green chlorite occurs at polygon boundaries.
-Helicitic inclusions (graphite) in quartz pods
are apparently rotated about southeast axes.
-Some chlorite displays preferred orientation
transverse to S1 (possibly Sg?).
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Nahant, South Dakota
Thin Section Description

Rock Name: Graphitic musco
vite quartz phyllite
(Unit I)
Orientation: Perpendicular
to axis of fold system
A.

Sample #R-37-l
Location: SE% SE%, sec. 7
(Subarea B)
S.

's-a
ig jjw n j

N.30°E., 52°SE.

Fold System A

24°, N.27°E.

Well developed slip folds.

N.60°E., 69°NW.

Strong strain-slip cleavage.

Fold System B
S_

-------

Minerals
Limonite
Graphite
Muscovite
Quartz
Tourmaline
Biotite
Chlorite
Pyrite

Color
yel.-br,
opaque
clear
clear
green
brown
green
opaque

%
12

18
40
18
1
1

10
tr

Descriptions
parallels S^
parallels S^
parallels S.
layers parallel S^j matrix
parallels S1
parallels S^
parallels S^
parallels S^

Comments -Quartz has non-undulose extinction; layers are
polygonized with chlorite at polygon boundaries.
-Strong folding is present, but no minerals paral
lel s2.
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Nahant, South Dakota
T4SSS
Thin Section Description
Sample #R-37-2
Location: SE% SE%, sec. 7
(Subarea B)
S±

N.30°E., 52°SE,

Fold System A
S0

Rock Name: Graphitic musco
vite quartz phyllite
(Unit I).
Orientation: Parallel to
axial plane of fold
system A.

24°, N.27°E.

N.60°E., 69°NW.

Well developed slip folds.
Strong strain-slip cleavage.

Fold System B
S„

-----

Minerals
Graphite
Limonite
Quartz
Muscovite
Chlorite
Tourmaline
Epidote (?)
Zircon

Color
%
opaque
25
yel.-br, 2 0
clear
28
clear
22
green
5
green
tr
gray-gr. tr
colorless,
green-br. tr

Descriptions
parallels S^
as matrix
parallels S^
located (5%,5%)
located (6 ,1 )

Comments -Chlorite inclusions appear near quartz bound
aries in matrix.
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Nahant, South Dakota
Thin Section Description
Sample #S-55-l

Rock Name: Muscovite quartz
phyllite (Unit III)

(Fig. lOf)

Orientation: Perpendicular
to axis of fold system
A.

Location: NE*s SE%, sec. 31
(Subarea D)
S.

N.15°W., 67°NE.

Fold System A
S2

38°, N.38°E.

Strong slip-folding.
Poor axial plane cleavage.

?

Fold System B
—

Minerals
Quartz
Muscovite
Chlorite
Biotite
Orthoclase
Plagioclase
Epidote
Hematite
Graphite

%

Color
clear

30

clearlt. gr.
green

44
12

brown
clear
clear

3
tr

opaque
opaque

tr
5
5

Descriptions
layers (interconnected pods)
and elongate grains.
parallels S1# S2# and is
randomly oriented
parallels S,

1

parallels S1
parallels S^ and S2

Comments -Large quartz grains are elongate parallel to S^.
Some are partially polygonized yet have undulose
extinction. Ends of grains are polygonized with
mica and chlorite inclusions.
-Graphite inclusions in quartz parallel S2 .
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Nahant, South Dakota
Thin Section Description

i2 mm^

Sample #S-58-l

Rock Name: Micaceous fine
quartzite (Unit III)

Location: NW% SE%, sec. 31
(Subarea D)

Orientation: Perpendicular
to axis of fold system
B.

S

ri
n
N.40°W.,
63°NE.

Fold System A

Strong slip-folding.
Fair strain-slip cleavage.

-----

Fold System B

46°, S.55°E.

lerals
Tourmaline
Chlorite

Color
green
green

Biotite
Graphite

brown
opaque

5

Hematite
Quartz

opaque
clear

27
32

Muscovite
clear
Altered chlor
itoid
yellow

%
2
13

1

20

tr

Descriptions
parallels S1
parallels S3 and randomly
oriented
parallels S_ and present
as quartz inclusions
parallels S. and S 3
matrix with inclusions of
white mica, chlorite, and
graphite
parallels S. and S.
J3
composed of chlorite and
quartz

Comments -Quartz occurs as polygonized veins in fracture
zones and as ptygmatic layers.
-Altered chloritoid is chlorite and quartz re
placement of grain with two apparent cleavages
at 90°.
-Randomly oriented chlorite may be replacement
of chloritoid.
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Nahant, South Dakota
-s-i
Thin Section Description
Sample #S-82-l

Location: NW% SEJj, sec. 31
(Subarea D)

rSmmi
Rock Name: Micaceous quartzite (granule conglomer
ate) (Unit III)
Orientation: Perpendicular
to axis of fold system
A.

N.15°W., 57°NE.
’1

Fold System A

62°, N.43°E.
Shear zone.

Fold System B
S,
Minerals
Quartz
Muscovite
Graphite
Hematite
Biotite
Chlorite
Tourmaline

Color
%
80
clear
2
clear
1
opaque .

Descriptions
elongate grains parallel S.
parallels S^
inclusions xn quartz parallel

opaque
brown
green
green

10

parallels S^

tr
7
tr

parallels S^

S2

Comments -Mica and fine quartz wrap large composite quartz
grains and large single grains with undulose ex
tinction.
-Graphite inclusions in quartz aligned conjugately
about S^ may represent shear zones.
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Nahant, South Dakota
Thin Section Description
igrrw ni

Rock Name: Micaceous quartz
ite (granule conglomer
ate)
(Unit III)
Orientation: Parallel to
axial plane of fold
system A.

Sample #S-82-2
Location: NW% SE^g, sec. 31
(Subarea D)
S1

N.15°W.; 57°NE.

Fold System A
s2

62°, N.43°E.

----------

Fold System B
s3

----- -

-----------

Minerals
Quartz
Hematite
Graphite
Chlorite
Epidote
Feldspar
Biotite
Limonite
Tourmaline

color
clear

%
71

opaque
opaque
green

10
7

clear
brown
red-br.
green

tr
tr
tr
2
tr

8

Descriptions
parallel S^ (Elongate
grains)
parallels S^
parallels S^
(3,7) polygonized

Comments -Large quartz grain appears to be coalesced:
smaller grains with old boundaries visible
(5,2). Other large grains are original.
All wrapped by mica and quartz.
-Sides of large grains may be defined- by shear:
graphite inclusions parallel these sides.
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Nahant, South Dakota
Thin Section Description
i2nvm»

Sample #S-49-l

Rock Name: Quartz chlorite
phyllite (Unit II)

Location: SW% NE%, sec. 31
(Subarea F)

Orientation: Perpendicular
to axis of fold system
A.

S.

N.?°S., E. dip

Fold System A
S2

Strong flexure folding.
Strong axial plane cleavage.

N.27°E., 72°NW.

Fold System B
S-

57 , N.30 E.

50°, S.35°E.

N.25°W. , 76°NE..

Minerals
Quartz
Chlorite
Tourmaline
Biotite
Graphite
Muscovite
Hematite
Feldspar

Color
clear
green
blue
brown
opaque
clear
red-br.
cleargray

Descriptions
elongate grains parallel S^
parallels S^ and S2

%
50
20
tr
10
5
10
5

parallels S^
parallels S2

tr

Comments -Quartz occurs as medium quartzite layers and as
elongate pods which are generally unpolygonized
with undulose extinction.
-Polygonization occurs only at grain ends with
chlorite and occurs to a greater degree in
quartzose layers.
*
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Nahant, South Dakota
-s-i

Thin Section Description
Sample #S-49-2

i2 mm|
Rock Name: Quartz chlorite
phyllite (Unit II)

Location: SW% NE%, sec. 31
(Subarea F)

Orientation: Parallel to
axial plane of fold
system A.

S1

N.?°S., E. dip

Fold System A
S2

N.30°E. Strong flexuralfolding.

N.27°E., 72°NW. 0 Strongfaxialplane

Fold System B
S0

57°,

50°,

N.25°W.,

Minerals
Quartz
Biotite
Muscovite
Hematite
Graphite
Tourmaline
Feldspar
Chlorite

cleavage.

S.35°E.
76°NE.

Color
clear
brown
clear
red-br,
opaque
green
clear
green

%

Descriptions

45
1

8
10
5
tr
tr
31

randomly oriented
parallels S^
parallels S^
randomly oriented
randomly oriented

Comments -Granoblastic quartz mica forms matrix.
-Elongate quartz chlorite pods with graphite
inclusions are aligned along an apparent fold
ed lineation.
-Large elongate quartz grains with undulose
extinction parallel S^.
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Nahant, South Dakota
Thin Section Description
Sample #S-1-1

Rock Name: Micaceous coarse
quartzite (Unit III)

(Fig. lOi)

Location: SEJ5 NE%, sec. 32
(Subarea H)
S^^

Orientation: Perpendicular
to axis of fold system
A.

N. 13° W. , 69°NE.

Fold System A
S„

67°, S.50°W.

N.58°E., 84°SE.

Fold System B
Parallels S^.

N.13°W., 69°NE.

S„
Minerals
Quartz

Chlorite
Orthoclase
Plagioclase
Tourmaline
Graphite
Hematite
Muscovite
Epidote
Biotite

Color
clear

%
68

yel.-gr.
6
cleargray
1
clear
6
blue, green,
brown
5
opaque
5
opaque
5
clear
4
clear-yel.tr
brown
tr

Descriptions
single grains, polygonized
grains and layers
parallels S^
badly altered (1,5)
badly altered (2,5) (8,5)
(8,2) (4Jg,3)
parallels S^
parallels S^
parallels S 1
(1,7)
parallels S 1 (in vein)

Comments -Zoned chlorite (7Jg,l%) with light green rim and
dark green center may indicate alteration of
biotite.
-Large quartz grains are relic sedimentary.
-Graphite inclusions in quartz may parallel S^.
-Feldspar is sericitized.
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Nahant, South Dakota
Thin Section Description
i&mwvf

Sample #S-j1-2 (Fig. 10j)

Rock Name: Micaceous coarse
quartzite (Unit III)

Location: SE% NEJ5 , sec. 32
(Subarea H)

Orientation: Parallel to
axial plane of fold
system A.

S1

N.13°W., 69°NE.

Fold System A
S-

67°, S.50°W.

N.58°E., 84°SE.

Fold System B
N.13°W., 69°NE.

S-

lerals
Biotite
Muscovite
Feldspar

Parallels S,

Chert
Quartz

Color
brown
clear
cleargray
clear
clear

3
60

Tourmaline

brown

5

Chlorite
Graphite

yel.-gr.
opaque

7
5

%

Descriptions

6
6

8

altered
very small grains
fragments associated with
green and white mica
zoned (8,7^) brown with
green alteration rim
parallels S.J. and S_J

Comments -Graphite inclusions in quartz are more prevalent
than in S-l-1.
-Biotite, muscovite, and feldspar are more abun
dant than in S-l-1.
-Elongation of quartz parallel to S. is less than
in S-l-1.
.
-White mica and chlorite are associated with
quartz.
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Nahant, South Dakota

s-»
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Thin Section Description
i2mmi
Sample #S-12-1

Rock Name: . Chlorite quartz
phyllite (Unit IV)

Location: SE% NE^s, sec. 32
(Subarea H)

Orientation: Perpendicular
vertically to S^.

N. 6 °W.,
Fold System A
s2

8 6

°NE.
Minor folds.

?

Axial plane to minor folds.

----------

Fold System B
S.,

N.10°W., 83°NE.

Minerals
Chlorite
Quartz
Muscovite
Tourmaline
Graphite
Hematite
Apatite

Color
green
clear
.
clear
green
opaque
red-br.
clear

Sub-parallel to S^.
%
45
32
13
8

2
tr
tr

Descriptions
parallels S^ and S^
parallels S^ and S^
parallels S^ and S~
parallels S^ and S^
as stain

Comments -Quartz occurs as matrix and elongated pods with
straight extinction. Elongated grains are
wrapped by mica and are polygonized and granu
lated at the ends. Grain's in quartzose layers
are less elongated than those in mica-rich
layers.
-Folded lineation of quartz grains has crest at
(2 ,8 ).
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Nahant, South Dakota
“

1

S-3 -

Thin Section Description
12

mm i

Rock Name: Micaceous very
coarse quartzite
(Unit III)
Orientation: Parallel to
axial plane of fold
system B.

Sample #S-17-1
Location: NE% SE%, sec. 32
(Subarea H)
N.3°W., 65°NE.
Fold System A
S.
Fold System B
S3

60°, S.60°E.
Parallels S^.

N.15 W . , 85 NE.

Minerals
Quartz
Tourmaline
Orthoclase
Hematite
Muscovite
Graphite
Chlorite
Zircon
Biotite

Color
clear
gr. , br.
gray
red-br.
clear
opaque
green
clear
brown

%
70
6

tr

Descriptions
elongated 1 mm. grains and
matrix
some zonal (0,4)
badly altered (2,7%) (%,7)

2
10

4
8

wraps around elongated qtz.
wraps around elongated qtz.
parallels S3

tr
tr

Comments -Some quartz has linear graphite .inclusions which
may represent shear zones. Some large blastopsephitic quartz grains have undulose extinction
whereas other large grains are polygonized.
-Fine grain quartz is associated with shear zones
(granulation?).
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Nahant, South Dakota
Thin Section Description
2

Sample #S-17-2 (Fig. 10k)
Location: NEJg SE^g, sec. 32
(Subarea H)
S.

mmi

Rock Name: Micaceous very
coarse quartzite (Unit
III)
Orientation: Perpendicular
to axis of fold system
B.

N.3°W., 65°NE.

Fold System A
S„

Cleavage (very poor).

--

Fold System B

60°, S.60°E

N.15°W., 85°NE.
Minerals
Graphite
Quartz
Muscovite
Hematite
Tourmaline
Chlorite
Plagioclase

Parallels S..

%

\S-2

Color
opaque
clear
clear
red-br.

10
70
5
9

Descriptions
parallels S^
quartz vein cuts S^
parallels S.
at polygon Boundaries in
quartz vein

bl.-gr.
yel.-gr.
It. gray

1
5
tr

parallels S^
badly altered

Comments -Fine quartz with elongate grains is parallel to
Si-Quartz vein is polygonized.
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APPENDIX 2. PROCEDURES FOR INTERPRETATION OF STATISTICAL
SIGNIFICANCE OF PREFERRED ORIENTATION FOR [000$ IN QUARTZ
Equal area stereonets (Fig. 9) showing orientation
of quartz c-axes

[OOOl]

exhibit girdles with northeast

and southeast plunging poles.

These girdles are deemed

to represent preferred orientations on the basis of
visual examination, and this conclusion is confirmed by
the following statistical test.
A frequency test measuring "randomness of spatial
distribution" was described by Flinn (1958, p. 536).
In accordance with this description, the stereonets
contoured by the Schmidt method (Turner and Weiss,
1963, p. 61) illustrated in Figure 9 were recon
toured in number of points per

1

% area by the Mellis

method (Turner and Weiss, 1963, p. 62).

The number of

separate concentrations of each of the contoured values
Z
was then counted and compared by means of the "X test
to the frequency series proposed by Flinn (1958, Table
1).

This frequency series represents concentrations in

diagrams drawn at random from a uniform population.
The X

values thus obtained were utilized to calculate

the probability that random samples drawn from a uni
form population could vary as much from Flinn’s fre
quency series as does the sample in question.
Probability values and K values listed with
appropriate storoonots in Figure 9 indicate that all
1:l3
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stereonets display anisotropies as defined by this test.
Stauffer (1966) concluded that no single statistical
test can establish significance of weakly developed fab
rics and that fabric anisotropies are not necessarily
indicative of preferred orientations.

The close asso

ciation of girdles in Figure 9 with axes of folding ob
viates Stauffer's first conclusion, but statistical sig
nificance may well be unrelated to visible anisotropism in
accordance with his second statement.

However, the asso

ciation of girdles with fold axes and the high probability
that the quartz axis fabric is anisotropic are interpreted
here to be interrelated.
Additional significance tests were studied but were
not applied.

In essence, it was concluded that further

tests were unnecessary due to visual evidence of girdle
patterns.

In addition, sample size was too small to

•make optimum use of statistical analysis in that conclu
sions based on limited sampling are open to question.
Sampling was limited to 100-200 quartz axes per thin
section, and Stauffer (1966) recommends a minimum of
200-400 points for most statistical tests.

Stauffer

also indicates that visual observation can disclose real
anisotropies with a much smaller sample than that re
quired for statistical analysisT
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APPENDIX 3. PER CENT EQUIVALENTS FOR CONTOUR INTERVALS
FOR EACH FABRIC ELEMENT IN STEREONETS OF FIGURE 3.
A. F-A
S'S^

4, 8 , 12, 16, and 20%
5, 10, 15, 20, and 24%
13, 25,
38, 50, and 63%

B. F-A
SS^

2, 4, 6 , 8 , and 10%
3, 6 , 8 , 11, and 14%
6 ,12, 18, 24, and 30%

C. F-A
SS^

3, 7, 10, 14, and 17%
4, 9, 13, 17, and 22%
10, 20,
30, 40, and 50%

D. F-A
SF-B
S-.
s|

6

E. F-A
SF-B
S1

,11, .17, 22, and 28%
7, 13, 20, 26, and 33%
10, 20,
30, 40, and 50%
14, 28,
43, 57, and 71%
7, 13, 20, 26, and 30%

. 3,6 , 8 , 11, and 14%
7, 14, 21, 29, and 36%
8 ,15, 23, 31, and 38%
3, 6 , 10, 13, and 16%

F. F-A
F-B
S-.
s|

14, 28,
20, 40,
33, 6 6 ,
33, 6 6 ,

42, 56, and 70%
60, 80, and 100%
and 100%
and 100%

G. F-A
SF-B
S±

10, 20,
10, 20,
33, 6 6 ,
20, 40,

30, 40, and 50%
30, 40, and 50%
and 100%
60, 80, and 100%

H. F-A
Ssf
>1

17, 33, 50, 6 6 , and 83%
17, 33, 50, 6 6 , and 83%
5, 11, 16, 21, and 26%
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